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This Dog Eat Dog World...
...I?oductivily and ,efficiency
ore

everything. You need hobs

that perform witn, superior accuracy 'and efficiency. You need
hobs you con rely on, day after
day, to maintain maximum product,ivity. You !need
IlMT-FetteIhobs.
For almost a cenfury~ LMT-F,ettehobs have provided a competitive' advantage. Engineered to' meet
your specific manufacturing requirements, LMI-Fette
hobs produce the highest qualily gear.s at the Fastest
possible rate, And LMT-fette hdbs are so precise,
'efficient and free cuttingl,.tney reduce wear and
tear on your machines, provide Iionger todl

LMI-Fette ,offers a wide variety of productivity,enhancing! hobs, including:
SOlidiCamide IHdbs for Dry Machining
.' Maximum Speed and 'Productivity
• Cleaner Shop, Parts and Environment
H'eavy Duly IRoughingl ,and IFinishingl Hobs
• 2-3 Times F,aster than Conventional H'obs
• Stagger,ed Teeth for Smoother Operation
Indexable 'Carbide ,Insert Hobs
• Reduced Downtime by &changing Pre-set
Segments on Machine
• Carbide lnseri Grades to Match Gear Material
• No Resharpening
Sk:ive HobsFor Hardened Gears
• Removes Distorlion Faster than Grinding
• Use as IPre-grinding Hobs fo IReduce Grinding Tlime
Gash .Master ,Hobs with the .Mast 'Gashes Available
.' Faster, More Prod'udiive Cyde Times

~-~r -~--h'-~Llngl cne-,-'u __rs,

life and minimal down-time. In other

• Rough Machining of Large Gears
• wufl Bore or End Mill Style
Re5har:pening Services Available

words, they/HI take a big bite out of
operating costs!

,eall' your local
~
aulliorized LMT
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hat is II quality product? This is not
aJI idfe question. In the Darwinian

busin~ss world in which ~e o~te.
_
Irnowmg!he ,answer 'to this questIon
i key to our urv:ivaJ. .A whole library of
tandards and benchmarks is available to
help us gage how we're doing, bllt they
don't. reallly tell the whole tory.
From a customer' point of view, buying an .AOMA [4 gear i only part of
"quality." The entire ,experience with the
produet j wh t will d tennine customrs' perceptions. This is 'meconc]usian of Crispin. Brown of Inger oU
EngineeraIntemational
~n his briefartide "The Service Chain," whiebappeared
in the new lener Manufacturillg l'lSiglal.
In thi thought-provoking
article,
Brown sogge I that en tamers don't
evaluate the quality of their experience
on the basis of the product alone. They
instead judge in the context of their
entire buying/u e/disposal 'experience
with that product. I think what he means
i thi : Ii' not enough thallhe product
works as promised with little or no repair
or breakdown. time. People will not buy
(at least not more thWl once) the best
product in the world if delivery is unreliable, if their contact with the supplier is
a negative experience. if the installation
manual is a nightmare or if disposal is II
ha Ie. Their entire experience with the
product, from. the memeru of first contact
with th
ale person to the time the
worn-au I. product is disposed of, is what
the customer evaluate when he or he
decides what "quality" is.
What thi mean for manufaeturers-«
itncludingthose
of \I in !he gear business-is
thai we have to look to more
than .AGMA ratings or ISO 9000. rules to
build a quality product. We have to look
to ourentire
organization to ee how
closely we're keeping our eye on the
ball: our cu tomers.They
determine the
ucce s or failure of our bu iness .. They
pay our wage ; 'they cover our expenses;
they provide our profll, if any. No matter

what. our product or "core competency,"
giving the customer what he or she wants
i what we have to do.
This mean keeping tabs on sam .
obviou thing. Do we have a friendly,
helpful person answering the phones, or
does our automated phone answering system put callers in an endless loop where
conversation with II live person is impo sible? DO' we denver what our ale people promise when they promi e it? Will
our tech upport personnel go the extra.
mile to gel II cu tomer's machine . Ill' and
running the way they're supposed to?
But there are other. more subtle elements in the buying experience to be con. idered. What does our adverti ing say
about the kind of company weare? What
impre ion do. we leave with potential euslome- who, far whatever reason, aren't
buying right now? Is our company's name
one they win think of in six months when
they are ready? More 10 the point. will
they think of us as potential suppliers or as
an organization they wouldn't do bu 'me
with on pain .of cleath~
What about the "little"!hiQg we d n't
think of as part .of the customer service
equation? Brown use the image of the
sofa box in his article. Are we willing to
haul away the "sofa. box" after the product.
i delivered, or do we build a great product packed in Iaye 'Of annoying. w teful
material that i at be t a nuisance and at
worst a major di posal problem? What
about the di posal of the product itself I
the end of its u ful life? Do we want t
leave our customer, after 5 or 6 years of
good service from QUf product. with the
final experience ofa major hassle with the
EP.A? We can't, of course, eliminate all
disposal problems, but customer-centered
thinkingnl the de ign tage might a11leviale omeef them.
OJ terner-eemered manufacturing also
means providing customers with what
they want, even when they don't know
th.at they want it. That's caned creativity
in product d sign. It' aha called listen-

ing 10 the customers, being aware of their
problem and being first out of th blocks
to olve them,
Pari. of our job i to ,help make our
customers
succe ful, because when
they're
successful, so' are we. Understanding their businesses and their needs
and takingtbe
lime to listen Wid learn
from themare all part of an overall alifactory cu tamer experience.
We cannot afford 'the luxury of doing
busines like Ralph' Preuy Good Grocery in Garrison Keillor' mythical Lake
W began. MN. Ralph' moUo is, "jfyou
can't find, it here. you probably didn't
need it anyway." The moUo isn't working
very well for Rallph now thai the megamall has opened the next town over, and
il won't work: very well for u either.
Customer-centered
thinking is n· t a
fuzzy, "feel-good'
Ilavor-of-th -month
raanagememgum
trick. It' fundamental
to running a successful busin s. IT you
don'tthinlc
_0, remember, you have a
whole 'list of competitors who will be more
than glad to prove 'b w wrong you are.
Mich el Gold tern.

Publi her &
Editor-in-Cbief
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With measuring capabilities up to
102" (26OOmm), Klingelnberg
multi-function CNC gear inspection
systems provide fully automatic
inspection and evaluation
of parallel axis gears, as well
as gear cutting tools. bevel Q8IIS.
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With powerful yet easy-to-use gearinspection software, the K1ingelnberg
GNC measuring centers consistently
deliver the highest accuracy in their
range, and world-class repeatability.
Rapid. high-density measuring cycles.
inspection flexibility, and total
customer support complete the
Klingelnberg package.

For more' ormation on 0 range of
GNG bevel goor equipment, eNG
worm-and thread-grinding: machines,
and GNG gear measuring centers,
write or call
ebherr-America
1465 Woodland Drive
Saline, Miohigan 48176
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ELIOT K. BUCKING,HAM
SELECTED ARTICLES &

B.S. Massachusetts
Institute of Technology,1949.
M.S. University of New
Mexico, 1951.

PUBUCATIONS

U.S. Army, 1943-1946.
U.S. Air Force, 1951-1953.

MEMBERSHIPS
American Society of
Mechanical Engineers.
licensed Professional

CAREER EXPERIENCE
Universrty of New Mexico;.

A.w. Haydon ce,
Waterbury, CT;
lIied Control Co., Plantsville, CT;

"Accelerated Life

Tests,"

Machine Design,

July 25, 1974.
MAvaidingOverdesign of Gears,"
Machine Design. Feb., 1980.
"Backlash in Gears," Power Drive
Engineering, April/May, 1962.
~Controlling Tooth Loads in Helical
Gears," Machine Design. Det, 1975.
"Gear Cardiograph." with Weyman S.
Crocker. Presented to the AGMA
Aerospace Division, Feb.• 1966.
"Bears in Action.MAmerican Pfauter
Gear Process Oynamics Clinic, Oct.,
1982.
"Guide to Worm Gear Types,"
Product Engineering, .ApriI26, 1965.
"How Oesign Errors Influence the
Functioning of Gear Trains," with Earle
Buckingham, Machinery, August, 1964.
"Measurement of Surface Endurance
Limit." International Powder Metal
Conference, Orlando, Fl, June, 1988.
Revised Manual of Gear Design,
Sections I-llfwith Earle Buckingham,

.nlrinemallrl

VT;

IUlstl~blishEld Buckingham Associates.
IUlllnrinn"iAhj
VI, 1960.

reads

like that of

m
...a~y gear.. eng.i.li.ee~sofhjs genera~lOn; the stint HI the anny
__
during World War U; the break
for college in the late 40s; deliberately
vague descriptions of project for the Air
Force in the New Mexico de. en in the
early 50s;tbe corporate 'engineering job
later on in the decade.
Then in 1960. I.ong before lhe tenn
became aeuphernismfor
"laid off by a
big corporation," Eli.ot K Buckingham
struck out on hi own and became a gear
con ultant,
I
I

EDUCATIONI

MIUTARY SERVICE

is resume

1980-1981.
"Spur Gear and Worm Gear Sets."
Machine Design, March 3,1966, Power
Transmission Design, May, 1966.
"Surtaea Endurance of Tufftrided®
Materials,· ASME Design Engineering
Conference, April, 1975.
"Tables for Recess-Action Gears,"
Product Engineering, June 8, 1964.
"Taking the Guesswork Out of Worm
Gear Design:' Machine Design, March
20,1975.

The i.dea of going one's own way in
gear engineering was not new to EJiot.
Buckingham. In a sense, he was only followinglbe family tradition. He is, after
all, the youngest son of Earle Buckingham. author of The Man.ual of Gear
Design and other staples of gearing literature. By the time Gear Technology
spoke with llimearlier
this year,
Buckingham had spent, quite literally, a
lifetime in gearing.
Buckingham's view on the induslry is
something of a 'contrarian one. Perhaps
this is inevitable. having pent most. of
his professional life analyzing and correcting other people's lUi take . A few
weeks ago, he hared his perspective on
the American gear industry.
Tbe Last 50 Years
Buckingham see only two new technologies that have come directly from the
gear industry in the last 50 years. These
are (TW's Spiroidi!l system and NovikovWildhabergears.
Spiroid gear fill a niche between
bevel, worm and face gear desigll. They
are u eful. in application . where an offset
greater than. 20% of the gear radius is
required. The pinion is tapered and
JULY/AUGUST

1997
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a worm, and the gear member

is a face gear
lengthwise

with teeth

direction.

curved

in

Buckingham
a

The tooth inclina-

says that, like many oth-

ers, the gear industry
beneficiary

has been a great

of the space program .. Many

tion is like a helix angie, but is not a true

technologies

helical spiral.

their way into common

The Nevikov-Wildhaber

have made

use throughout

have

the industry.

"Better

parallel shafts and circular form teeth and

ter materials

do improve things," he says.

are suitable

for low-speed

have applications
because

gears

developedthere

drives. Tbey

in low-tech

countries

they can be produced

nary milling

rnachjnes,

on ordi-

but their use is

limited elsewhere.
"Beyond
ham,

"most

those two,"

says Bucking-

improvements

from other technologies

have

come

and been applied

to gears."

"Back

in the early 60s,"

"we were retained by

Lab

MIT

at

techniques

the

and bethe recalls,

Instrumentation

to work on a very accurate

"We made
with

II spur

64 pitch

$40,000

and 256 teeth.

to make the

rebuilding

gear.

We spent

That includes

a Pellows/Reishauer

All the spindles

_

gear 4" in diameter,

grinder:

were ground

down for

accuracy. We ended up with a drive ace rate to 5 arc-seconds

in any

arc-seconds

"In the

90

meantime,

quadrant.
someone

working with a company

and

and 2-2.5

overall
D

s

else

in New York on

got it to

an

of

for

an optical disc

the Apollo program ..Our goal was to get

..5 arc-seconds.

a 4-1nch diameter

the whole field of optical machine control ..

indexing

device for a space sextant

gear with an accuracy

of about 5 arc-seconds.
alent of walking
than

an

That's the equiv-

3.5 miles with

inch deviation

110

more

off a straight line ..

accuracy

That workcontribut

to

The American Approa.cb
In spite or many improvements
material,lechnique
Buckingham
some

technology;

is less than sanguine

a peets

development
American

and

iI

of American

ut

a,

industrial

For most of his adult ilife.

manufacturing,

says Bucking-

ham, has been its own worst enemy
some respects.
ufacturing

was fond of saying that

you came

up with a new machine

took it to Europe,
would

be asked

principle

L

"A friend of mine in man-

behind

n
and

the first question

you

be 'What's the
it?' In the U.S., - t

would

they want to know is 'How much do s t
cost, and who else is using it?' We as
those questions

too often here. We

our eye too much on the bottom line.
"We don't do enough research,
companies
large

Man

that 20 or 30 years ago

research

departments

don't

ad
hay

one at all now. The only kind of rese

ell

we're doing is product development.
"I have the feeling that we're big
into supporting
Buckingham

continues.

design products
attitude thai.

planned

if

"We

tend

the thing runs 4 or 5 ye

.IKEGAI.
IIKEGAI A:MERICA CORPORAl'ION
2246 North Palmer Drive, Sullel0B
Schaumburg, illinois 60,1 TJ
TEL. (847) 397-<1970 FAX (847) 397.7535
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Buckingham

feelsthat

this attitude is

one that has cost the industry

over the

I~ongrun. "I spoke with a fellow who's in

in Germany,
He told me that the only time he ever had
any gear failure problems were when he

charge

of a

ugar refinery

bought an American-made
It al 0 lead

gearbox."

10 the kind

of shoddy

business practice that leaves a bad taste
in the mouth. !II was called in to consul!
for a power station out in New Mexico.
The

main

bull

gear

coming

was

10

pieces, and a local simp was trying to cut,
ill

replacemenl.

didn't

The data they sent me

make any sense, so I went out to

it It turns out that
had been cut wilh a different
look at
pinion.

A nonstandard

the bull gear
hob than

hob

used. I'm convinced

had

the only reason

was done this way was sothat
could

would be the

Buckingham

admits

it

'lile origi-

amy
provide a replacement."

nal supplier

the

been

one who

not every

gear

company

is this way. "I've worked

with

products

trom gear

companies

where

I've never seen a gear failure."
But this tendency

to look to short-

term profit ruasagainst the grain

Buckingham. "Some

for

seem

people

to

think: that they make their money selling
gears," he reflects.
make money
reputation

"Actually,

I think you

on new gears and on the

for quality. One of the thing

my dad taught me was that, whenever

I

took a job, to work myself out of it as

It's worked.

as possible.

SOOI1

always come back. Sometimes

People.
the Oldy

way I know a.job has been suece sful is
that

.W

neverhear

from the customer. Then

five years down the road I'll get a call:
'You know that job you did five years
ago? Car! you. do another one?"
Buckingham

on AGMA

Eliot Buckingham
what contrarian
adminingthe

also takes a some-

view of AcGMA While

usefulness

and even neces-

sity of such an organization,
"Sometimes

he stales.

I think. what we really need

is an American Gear Users Association .."
Buckingham
AGMA

parts

over technical

company

with

and philosophi-

cal issues.
"AGMA

was started during the First

World War by engineers
CIRCLE 130
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who were inter-

e ted in setting standards for gears and in

__________
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eooperanng to develop better gear technology. Somewhere along the way, m
believe in Lhe1930s,
the association
became dominated by salesmen rather
than engineers," Buckingham say.
The approach to developing standards
changed. The emphasis was placed on
faster and cheaper methods of manufacture, rather than on producing better
qualhy gears, Very little attention was
placed on end use. Wllat this means is
that ", .. [the standardsjgive a base rating and then proceed to reduce it with
service factors for various types of con-

_

clition. AGMAratings
are based on
'average' eondaions, but how do you tell
which specific application is 'average'?"
Buckingham says that a better way to
design would be to' "determine the maximum dynamic load thai the gears will see
in service and then calculate the beam
strength and wear load capacity accordingly, That is general engineering practice for all load and stress calculations,
e cept for gears."

Buckingham say that the dominance
of salesper onnel in the AGMA standards setting process has lessened. "In
the Iast years good engineers have again
become involved, and there is a real
interest in furthering gear technology,"
he says. But, he adds, there is still a tendency on the part of some user to drift
away from the AGMA standard and use
their own whenever it is possible \0 do
so. On the other hand, because AGMA

GROWING UP BUCKINGHAM
hWhat was it like growing up with
someone obsessed with gears?" asks
Eliot Buckingham. "I don't know. You'll
have to ask my kids. The oldest was 12
and the youngest 5 when I got started
[in business on my own). My dad never
brought his work home."
But he was very focused. Says
Buckingham of the time when he and
his father worked together: "He'd get
completely wrapped up in his work. He
had a very small office, and he'd be
working, and I'd come in, work awhile
and go out again, and he'd never know
I'd been there."
On the other hand, growing up in the
Buckingham household, it was hard to
escape the gear theory entirely. When
Earle Buckingham was working on his
books, he would bring them home'to the
resident editor, his wife.
"My grandfather, my mother's father,
was a librarian at Trinity College," Eliot
Buckingham explains. "My mother used
to say that books had to read smoothly
aloud, so she used to read all my father'S
books out loud to him, so they could see
how the words sounded."
Perhaps it was through just such an
exercise that one of Earle Buckingham's
most famous observartionsacquired the
form we're most familiar with: "Manmade ... laws have little in common with
the laws of nature. They are incomplete,
ambiguous, and often inconsistsnt 'one
often contradicting another.... Nature's
laws, on the other hand, are complete
and coordinated, whether we k.nowthem
all or not. They are also self-enforcing
and the penalty for violation is always
exacted to the precise degree that the
offense has earned. About the only thing
in common between the laws of nature
and those of man is that ignorance of the
law is no defense."

ANiJ Systems Co. announces that it is now a
manufacturing source of spiral gear roughing
and finishing cutlers and bodies.
We also can manufacture new spiral
cutter bodies in diameters ·of5" through 12"
at. present.
ANiJ can also supply roughing; and finishing
cutters, hardware and replacement parts for
most 5"-12" diameter bodies.
Whether it's service or manufacturing, consider us as an alternaliv,e source for replacement parts and hardware as weill as bodies
and cutters.
You'll be in fo~.a Pleasan~surprise. _

.
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_-------------GEAlRPROF,ILES:-----------does et the standards for the gear community. companies may feel forced (0
de ign 10 those standard • whether they
reflect the best approach or not.

The Tr.aining Gap'
One place where Buckingham does
agree with many others is about the seriousness of the training gap for young
engineers. In his view. there simply
aren't enough places training young
engineers in gearing. with the result that
" ... we'll fall farther and farther behind
other countries ...
The indu try needs
people who know how to do the basics."
He acknowledge
that there are orne
good training progarns out there, but the
problem is that they are offered on ahitor-miss basis, and many people don't
know about them. Buckingham also feel

that many engineering curricula neglect
training ingear design.
"There's good information 'out there,"
he says, "but people have to rea]]y work.
at getting it."
Gears of the Future
[0 spite of some of the problems facing the industry, Buckingham
ees gear
as being with us for a longtime (0 come.
"~t'sjust a very economical way to transfer power at a reasonable cost," he ays.
He is predicting a bright future for
both plastic and powder metal gears.
"Right now the big problem w.ith plastic
gears is that there is very little wear te t
data. available for them."
He also admits to being "very enamcured" of powder metal gears. "We've
found that the surface durabitil.y of pow-

der meta] is greater than that of base
alloys. YOIl can impregnate powder
meta] with lubricants. You can make
alloys out of powder metal that you
can't make otherwise."
Buckingham also suggests that he's
alreaely seen one of the most significant
changes in the way gears are designedthe comparee "When my dad was writing
the Manual o/,Gear Desigll, he calculated
everything by hand from '15-place trig
tables. He literally wore out an old handrun calculator. Nowadays, you'd just do
the whole thing en a computer.
"Before the computer. there were a lot
of things we did by rule of thumb. You
just didn't go beyond certain parameters.
Now you can automatically check things
out on the computer. You can lake things
right up to the edge of the manufacturing
and performance capability."
One development Buckingham would
like to ee in the future is in th.earea of
gears in the 40--45 Rc range, hardened to
50 Rc. Some are available now in highvolume production
application,
but
there isalso a need for them in smaller
lots, he says.
"Wbat happens now is that there's this
gap. You frequently have to go from the
soft _teels a]~ the way up into hardened
steels, and sometimes you'd like to have
something in that gap area."
Buckingham
ees changes in the gear
industry coming slowly. which, he
thinks, may not be altogether a. bad thing.
"Many problems are caused by solutions," he remarks.
He also likes to quote George Gram,
who in ] 890 commented
about the
advantage of using 'the involut.e over the
old epicyclic gear: "The old system was
easy to draw, easy to make, long established, and there was a reluctance to
accept a change, particularly a change for
the better."O

Nancy Bartels
senior editor.
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Structural Analysis of Teeth

With Asymmetrical Profiles
G. DilFrancesco & S. Mari:ni

Abstract
This article illustrates a
structural analysl of asyrnmetrical teeth. This study
was carried out because of
the impossibility of applying
traditional calculations to
procedures involved in the:
specific case. In particular,
software for the automatic
generation of meshes was
devised because existing
software does not produce
results suitable for the new

geometrical model required,

Having carried out the structural calculations, a comparative study ofthe stress fields
of symmetrical and asymmetrical teeth wa carried
out. The structural advantages of the Jailer type of
teeth emerged.
Introduction
In a previou tudy (Ref. 1),
the po sibility of creating a
gear wheel. with teeth having
asymmetrical profiles capable of conferring a more efficient structure upon the teeth

Symbols

lb, following symbols. Ibased on those recommended
by ISO/R 701 fUNI 67731 for notations penaining I,D
gears, shall be used:
h.,- reterence tool addendum
k-Iowering
ot head coefficient
m,l- reference module
1'- reference pitch radius
't - bale circle radius
11- addendum modification coefficient
atw aaz- reference pressure angle during rotation in
preferential and non-preferential directions.

lliig. 1 - Gear Wheels wilh aSYllIJl1l1tricalllootbprofiles.
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was discussed. This holds for
all those numerous u es
where the forces employed
during rotation in one direction are greater than those
engaged in rotation in the
opposite one.
The teeth proposed have an
asymmetrical fonn. The two
sides of each tooth are, in
fact, characterized by loaded
profiles with different pres. liTe angles.
As pointed out in the
above-mentioned
study,
asymmetry i achievable by
adopting different aOI and
,a02 values for the profile of
the two sides of the rack. It
is, therefore, not necessary
to further modify the cutting
tools. The two different
tooth profiles thus obtained
havetwo base circles, each
with a different radius: FbJ ;;;;;
FbI"
r easaw'
Fig. I is anenlargement of
gear wheels having teeth
F

cosaOJ'

with asymmetrical a()l ~ a02
profiles.
In order to estimate abe
quantitative advantages obtainable using the kind of
tooth proposed, the authors
compared the stress field of a
traditional tooth and that of
an asymmetrical
one, all
oilier conditions being equal.
The study was carried out
applying the finil.e elements
method, The symmetrical

tooth (aol .. a02) and the
asymmetrical one (,aOI ~ am)
examined had the same haO
asthe tool. the same r, the

same n1(}' the same x and 'tile
ame L
The calculation methods
applied to lite state of tre s
were also 'Used 10 verify
whether and to what extent
actual calculatien modes
applied to asymmetrical
tooth profiles may prove useful when designing asymmetrical teeth, and whether
and .how said modes ought to
be modified, or whether they
need to be replaced by new
ones devised ill order [0
obtain procedures useful to
the task at hand.
Mesb Generation: Study
and Oper:ative Propesal
In this work, reference i
made to external, cylindrica]
wheels having straight teeth.
A study of a system for calculations capable of tracing
the tooth profile was carried
out and involved the root
diameter, tooth root fillets,
sides and major diameter.
The particularity
of the
asymmetrical profije form
and the need 'to concentrate a
large number of elements
(discrete
variable
speed
mesh) regarding the more
critical areas of the structure,
with a view to carrying alit a
rapid comparison between

...

TECHN'ICAL FDCOS,
. tre

fields.

urged

the

authors to devise some specific sefrware for the tudy
of tbe problem. Thi was
elaborated and supported by
o.ftware capable of precise
and accurate analysis of Ule
loolh areas under consider.able degrees of stress ..
To thi end, th - tooth profile was di.vi:dedinto a serie
of variable sectors based on
degrees of accuracy with
which the various areas. need
to be studied!. On the basi of
the software drawn up to
trace profiles. it. i pos ible
'10 find the coordinates for
the points of each sector into
which one decide to· divide
the profile itself.
The structuralanalysis was
carried out on the section of
the tooth contained on the
axial median of the gear
wheel. bt this mesh generation, the four-juncture.
plane stre -element fermula wa .applied.
hl the construction of the
me h. we havetsied to maintain as regul!U'a fannas pesible, above all where the
need for deeper structural
investigation existed.

Automatic Tracio,g
The

gram
fected
allow

of the Mesb
me h generation. prowas studied and perin uch a manner as '10
the u er to interact.

through a "dialogue

win-

dow" devised pecifka]Jy
for that purpose.
The program was eoneeived in uch a waya to
create .31 basic me hautnmatic lIy with a profile divided
into a number ofpre-chosen
sectors. It i therefore pas ible '10 depart from this mesh
by varying the mesh den ily
wherever and whenever the
examination and experience
may require it.

_

Here is a run-down. of 'Ihe
chief features in the program:
• The geometric parameter of the teeth and of tbe
cutting tool. III w.eU as the
exact number of the sectors
into which the profile is. to
be divided. are included .
• The program elaborates
inpu! dataand carries. our a.
basic division of the variable
pace profile,
.•If required, it is possible
to distribute (depending on
the nomber of sectors on the
profile) the diversified density in a manner different
from that offered by the
ba ic program;
this is
achieved simply by using
the dialogue window.

• The program,

Mod'eI GS20'-9'.51
I

Economy Gear H'obber

$29';995

on tbe

basis of the two tooth profiles, recognize point upon
the same radial quota and
traces circumferencearcs
between them. These arcs
intercept the profiles perpendicularly
with a high
degree of preci ion in both
the tandard and the asymmetrical teeth.
• The program, having
carried outthi
_ubdivisien
a~ong the radial direction,
then doe likewi e along the

circumferencial direction. .or
this latter divi ion. it is uJficient to input the appropriate
number of sectors into which
each of Ih arc is to be divided ..The div:i ion along the cireumtesencial direction. too, is
established in such a way as
to obtain Ithe highe t concen-

Modell GHB·-6fP
FinallPlilCh Gear Hu'bbar

141.995

Model GSB-.ZHS,

Availlablig wid!
Tiltingl T,a'ble
(for Ta,par IGearsl'

I

ICOMlESEE US AT GEAR,IEXPO (D'ETRam
B001HI!548

ttation in those areas (oear the
tooth' lateral urfaces) where
the tension field i al its peak.
The program has been studied so as to match radial and
circumference concentrations.
rhus obtaining element as
square as possible in those

areas considered most important to structural analy i .
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The program allow for di location of the areas of greate t concenrrauon at any
point whatsoever along the
tooth. In the case of SlJ'\IctUJ81 analysis of symmetrical
and asymmetrical teeth, it is
considered convenient to dislocate the concentrations (as
in the case of symmetrical
teeth) at the fillet at~he root
of the tooth (Fig. 2).
It. is important to underline the fact that programs
devised especially
for the
study of gears are based on
general characteristics
to
allow 'them to be used for
teeth with different geometrical. patterns: high or low
number of teeih (even in the
case of considerable undercut, as .in gear pumps), tools
having harp or rounded COfners, symmetrical forms or
asymmetrical. contours, as in
the present study.
As mesh generation programs were devised to be
applied to, a broad range of
geometric solutions, the following must be kept in mind:
• In asymmetrical
teeUl,
the tangents to the profiles
at points dong tile same
radiu may be (If the same
sign Ubi occurs when 'One
of the profiles has considerable undercut).
• In the vicinity ofangular
pointsof the tooth profile
(teeth with considerable
undercut). the arcs may curve
inlhe opposite directions.
.' The consecutive
sides
of an element may be far
from acceptable perpendicularity values,
'. The ratio between the
lengths of the greater and
lesser sides 'Of an element
may not fall within acceptable parameters.
Thi oftware was de igned
to compensate for these fail-

_

ings •. automatically modifying the mesh parameter . In
particular, one or more eircumference
arcs may be
added or eliminated or automatically
substituted
by
curves based 011 the coordinates of the nearby
arc
points. In any case, the program automatically optimize
the me haccording to criteria
established for a specific kind
of structural analysis.
It is evident that in areas of
lesser interest from a struc-

ru

Thel eni'cioll saluUon I;or Olaar Sr"lodlingu_'_'104,0001 .
1
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Sales & ,Service L.P.,
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fore. of minor concentration
of elements, a kind of mesh
quality closer to admissible
Limitsis acceptable.
The calculation program
generate two output files:
an editable .dxf file using a
common CAD program and
an infonnation summary file
for the user.
Calculati.on of Stress

and Results

Let us help you m,eet
to,mDrroW'S chaUenges today:
.• .Leading OE ma.nufacturer
heliealand spur gears.

of precision

The program drawn up.
perfected and described in
the previous paragraph permits many easy and rapid
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flexible· equipment.
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to quality, cost; delivery, and

customer service.
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tructural analyses ofteeth
having considerably differ-

ent parameters.
In all the cases mentioned,
the binding system considered is that with the joints of
the line external to the circumference of the internal
circle ..Numerous trials have
permitted ILlS, in fact, to limit
the area SUbjected to strucrural analysis 10 those 0111side of which the stress and
strains are practically of no
importance even in the presenee of considerable loading.
The analysis was carried
out by charging the structure with a normal. concentration of force along the
side of the tooth. Among the
varicuspossihilities,
particular emphasis was placed all
the extreme case where
pres ure was placed on the
top of the tooth.
The comparison between
the stress fields of symmetrical and asymmetrical teeth
obtained by varying the aoz
value only while keeping the
same module, was carried
out. applying the same force
value to the top of the tooth.
Every series of geometrical
calculations for teeth different from each other (each
having a pecific a01 and
variable a
and the object
of the study. was rendered
discrete by imposing the
same mesh generation parameters for all geometrical
types (for example, the same
number of ector in which
to divide the profile. erc.) on
the calculation program.
Each serie in the geornetricaI cslculations involved fixing a constant for aO] and
variablevaIue for a02•
The structural analy is was
carried. out by comparing the
stress fields obtained by
FEM a.naIy is.
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IIfIg. 3 -Ihree

seb 01 ,ideal een-

stant slrass.'curv8S.

______

T1EC:HNICAL IfUCUS
An overall comparison
between the stress fields
obtained using variou types.
of geometry was carried out.
Fig. 3 illustrates
the ideal
constant stres curves for the
following three cases: ,(101
a02 = 20D; aOi = 20", .. 1102
14°; aOJ= 20 a02;:;;; 26".
Furthermore,
because the
areas that undergo the highest
stress are those closest to the
tooth root fillet. a qualitative
and quanticati ve comparison
of these areas. was provided.
In. particular, it is possible to
compare significantly
the
maximum ideal sues values
calculated both for symmetrical andasymmetricali teeth.
Fig. 4 shows the trends for
..1.0';% of the function of the
a02 angle, where ..1.Qj% is the
percentage variation of the
variation of the ,auz angle, of
the idea] maximum stress in

=
=

D

,

case of aOI = 1lo2'

_

Two geometrical
series
were examined. The first had
values of ,(X01 :: 20" and an
aV2 varying from ]00 to 30".
The second eries had a01
17"30' and an a02 that varied
from between 10° and 30° ..
The structural. analy is carded out u ing a calculation
code of proven trustwortlunessvpermitted
the calculation of element by element
ideal stre s values; the maximum ideal stress value present ill the corresponding
tooth root fillet area ituated
on the same side .8S that from
which the solicitation came
was calculated for each tooth
geometry type.
The outcome shows that
modules and active side
pressure angles being equal,
the maximum ideal: stress at
the root of the tooth diminish-

=
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pari on of Their Respective
Stress Values."
ICED '90
(International
Conference on
Engineering Design), Dubroy-
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Di
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G.
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Parenti Castelli. "Rating Gear

types for teeth.

Strength."

the results
obtained,
all else being
equal, for teeth whose a02
angle value differ, it appears
evident
that
structural
strength
increa e with an
increase in the aforementioned angle,
This implies, when maximum ideal tress at the tooth
root is equal, that it is possible to create an a ymraetrically toothed wheel having
dimensions less than those of
a symmetrically toothed one;
Uris allows for a convenient
reduction in the weight and
size, not only of gear wheels
but also of the box and housing containing them.
011 the basis of the results
of the present
tudy, 'Ihe
authors are now examining
the possibility of elaborating
general
criteria so that
smaller (lighter) asyrnmetrically toothed wheels with
the same strength as syrnmetrically 'loathed ones may
be created. 0

ASME, April. 198].
5. Dudley., D. W. Gear
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teeth,

characterized
by aOI =F a02
values projected and designed within the present
limits, permits the swift and
easy structural analysis of a
broad range of geometrical
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2. Di France co, G. et al,
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I

The results from the structural analy e emphasized
the noteworthy convenience
of using ashigh a02 pressure
angle values as possible
(Ref, 1). aOI pressure angles
being equal.
In fact, for aO! - a02= 12°
30', the diminution
of the
maximum ideal stress value
.10'; = - 18.5%.
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important added bonus, - quieter operation.
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for added wear resistance,
But the superior vibration-dampening characteristics
of Dura-Bar make for quieter running gears. And
Dura-Bar is 10% lighter than steel.
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6-201,. So you won't need to make major changes in your machining equipment. And our
extensive inventory means Dura-Bar is avail.able now - when you need it
When it's quality material, quiet performance, and quick delivery that count. look to
continuous-cast Dura-Bar (or your gear production needs.
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Basic Honing & Advanced
Free- Form Honing
Ned W. Wright & Herbert S'chriefer
otary gear honing is a crossed-axis,

fine,
hard finishing proce s that uses pressure
and abrasive honing tools to remove material along the tooth flanks in order to
improve the surface finish (.1-.3 jmI or4-12jJ" RaJ,
to remove nicks and burrs and to change or correct
the tooth geometry. Ultimately, the end results are
quieter, stronger and longer lasting gears.
The proce s is similar to shaving in that a
crossed-axis setup i u ed to produce the sliding
velocity necessary te remove stock. Shaving is a
soft cutting praces that uses a serrated tool to
remove tock Honing i a hard finishing proees
that removes stock by means of high pre sure,
sliding action and an abrasive honing stone.
Oscillation of the workpiece along it axis can
also be used during all or only during the final
part of the cycle to facilitate metal removal and
improve surface finih (Fig. I).
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Resulting Velocity of Hooil'\g Tool
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Rotary gear honing was developed to remove
rucks and burrs in a timely and WO% efficient
manner. Before the development of honing. most
gears had 10 be sound tested and deburred manually or by a pencil type end mill. Obviously these
were not sure-fire methods, and costly teardowns would result later if gears wilh nleksand
burrs were discovered in the assembly. However,
over time, honing has proved to be not only an
effective nick and burr removal system, but al, 0
effective for noise reduction and tooth geometry
correction, Honing removes stock from the tooth
flank and thus improves runout, lead and profil.e
characteristics.
Honing, ~ike shaving, will not
dramatically improvethe accumulatedpech error
level of a gear .. This is because tile process is a
radial pre sure setup, and no guidance between
Ule gear and too] is involved.
The honing tool is an internal gear made of
e.ither molded ceramic. molded vitrified material
or plated with grit of varying quality levels and
size. Ceramic tools are required for their tiffness
characteristics and are normally used in higher
pressure arid larger stock: removal applications.
The tools average about m 5" in pitch diameter and
1.58'" wide, Grits can range from S()....60 size for
coarse roughing to 400'-500gril. for the fine polishing work required for aerospace gears. Most
boningtools are in the 120-180 gril range.
Theiloning tool i first molded, and then the
helical tooth tool is introduced by means of an
internal grinder. Finally it is refined by rolling
with a diamond dressing gear. Dressing takes
place not only before the fir t piece is honed, but
11'1 0 afterjhe boning (.001 'exhibits wear and has
lost some of its initial geometry. The number of
pieces worked before this happen can vuy
greatl.y, but it i not unusual to redre s every
50-H)O pieces for ground. gears. 30-50 for
shaved gears and 20-40 for bobbed-only gears.
The Dressing Process
First the tip diameter or internal diameter of
the honing tool is dressed by the diamond dres •
ing ring. The honing t.oo1 usually operates
between 500 and 1000 rpm. The dressing roller is
a plain cylinder plated with diamond crystals.

Next. lite flanks of the gear Leeth are dressed by
means of the diamond dressing tooVgear.The
amount of eoek removed during tooth flank
Ike ing i approximately .002" in radial in-feed.
The average honing tool can accommod ie
S,000-30,OOOparts during its II able life.
Normally the movem nt of Ithe dre ing cycle
are not the am as for tlile honing cycle. Usually
the diamond dre ing tooUgear i identical to [he
desired geometry of llIe workpiece after honing,
The "free form" or spheric boning process discussed later allow the end II er to impart different tooth forms (i.e.; taper, crowning, bias)
through machine m ti.o.1l , thus freeing tIiIetool
fr-om the limitations of the desired end geometry.
Standard quality for the diamond dre ing
tool/gear i .o,pproximat.elyAGMA ]3. AGMA 14
indicate extra quality.
Tbe Honing Precess
The honing proce_ uses honing oil applied
w:ith tligh pressure to clean the stone, Honing oil
for gearing applications i normally low in viscosiryand lubricity. ThJ is neces azy so lhat h ning tool wlith minimum open grain structure can
achieve enough abrasive resistance for efficient
metal removal. The oil i. primarily u ed ju t to
clean the stone.
Unlike grinding. honing doe not increa e the
tooth urface tempernmre, produce heat cracks or
bum pot or reduce the tooih flank hardness. It.
aJ 0 does. not. cold work or alt.erlhe microstrucCure of the gear material, nor does :it generate
internal sire sses, In fact. the honing proce
improves the urface ebaraeten tics by imparting
compressive stre ses and refining the surfa e finj h so that higher load can be carried,
ince lite
oil. film .i . not pierced by th more jagged tooth
surfaces that re I.Iltfrornha.ving or grinding. The
honing proce s al 0 creates a more random tooth
. urface than eith r having or boning. which
imparl desirable nci e ehara teristics through a
white noise effect '(Fig. 2).
Wben to Hone
Rotary gear honing can be employed for the
follow:ing applications; ,after bobbing and heat
treatment; afler bobbing, having and heat treatment; and after heat treatmeru and grinding,
Honing is now gaining acceptance as a hard
finishing method 1I ed directly after hobbing and
beat treatment, Thi is po sible because of better
quality hob and bobbing machines which aUow
more accurate control. of tock amount and flank.
callop depth. Th current trend in honing technology is also toward tiffer machine tool and
honing tools and improved abra ive technology.
all of which allow higher metal removal rate .
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Fl... 2 - AI' Surface truetnre of II. s·haved nan.k.. :8, Surface strn.ctufe ,or a gro n.dl
Rank. C) Surface structure of _ honed Rllnk.

This teehnology allow honing to be a direct
"after hobbing and heat treatment" operation,
While hcningi still employed primarily after
shaving and heat treatment or grinding, it has been
u ed succe sfully to eliminate having in gears
where jhe final desired part quality i in the
AGMA 10, 11 and. in some co. e , W AGMA 12
range (Table f). The boning proces operate. best
where flank scallops are in the .0005"-.0007"
range. Ihu allowing rapid stock removal and
quality improvement and making it ideal for "after
hob" uuarions. The honing process require
decent quality (AGMA 8-9) hardened parts in
order to be efficient Thi cannot be overstated,
The free-form honing proce i primarily suited
for use on "after bobbed and hardened" gears.
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The Advantages of Internal Honing
Internal honing has several advantages over
external boning of external gears. The primary
benefits are the higher contact surfaces offered by
rolling a given. gear with an internalgeaz These
higher contact surfaces provide better equilibrium of the internal contact forces, and this
enhances the ability to correct profile errors on
smaller diameter gear where fhrcmating dynamic forces are a con taut problem.
his not unusual for the honing process t.o
improve an after-hob or after-shave part. by two
quality grades. An after-grind gear set is less
improved-perhaps
one class at most. The
biggest benefit of honing ground gears, besides
noise improvement,
is its ability to reduce
break-in time and increase load carrying capacities by as much as 30% and wear life by as
much as ] ,000%.
Befon:and After Results '0' ,spheric Honing
Honed Gear
With Electronic GearBox
Double-Flank Conll1l:t
Dressing Cycle: 30
Stock Removal: 33, pm.pcr flank
Machining Tune: 41 sec
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Most internal. type honing machines have a
4.0." wide honing tool capac:ity. This means that
while most honing tools are 1.5" wide, there i
still room :for a second or possibly third tool. The
twotools can be employed as roughing or finishing tools on the same gear section or as two independent tools to be used to hone two distinet gear
section,
uch as those 'found ona shaft, The face
width of the gear must riormally be under 1.25"
for clu ter honing.
VirtlJaUy all of the modem CNC honing
machine are of the internal style for use on
external gears. This means that the honing tool is
actually an internal gear/annulus with either the
workpiece or the diamond dressing tool running
inside it as the mating member.
The internal style still bas limitations,and
one of these is honing small diameter gears.
(I..5" dia. and Jess) or very large diameter gears,
where rolling interference can OCClliI' with the
honing tool.
'CNCHoning
Most. honing machines have two Linear and
one swivel axes. The free form or spheric honing process ha three orthogonal kinematic CNC
axes. This third axis allows the contact point to
be maintained in. the center of the tool even if
the tool is shifted, or it can create special kinematic effects.
CNC honing offers extensive benefits in addition to fast setup times. These benefits include
automatic calculation of new machine axes positions to maintain size after diamond dressing. and
calculation of a new, increased crossed-axis angle
setting to maintain constant pres ure and force
distriburionbetween the teeth of the workpiece
and the 1001 during the entire life of the tool
Some CNC !toning machine operate in both
rotational directiens (0 balance tlJe tool wear,
I tock removal and profile errors. However. CNC
honing machines that use Electronic Gearboxes
(EOBs) typicaUy rotate in only one direction, and
the acceleration rates are adjusted, depending 'on
tile 'torque amount. measured, Typically free-form
honing is done all EGB machines.
A'I)'pical Honing Cyde
Atypical honing cycle ana eNC machine
with an EGB is as follows:
• The wheeland gear begin rotating.
• An electronic stock divider doe . rough tack
division-c-aecuracy .002".
• The honing tool makes rapi:dttaverse to work.
• The gear is stock-divided to the tool through
force measurements using an EGB.
• The honing cycle starts with 'the EGB,
engaged to make pitch improvements.

• Modificatiuns to the tooth roughness are then
made wilhout the EGB.
The following cycle . are also found in older
lloniJlg machine :
• Loose backlash.. Here the honing toel and
work are in loose mesh, 1ihi . used primarily for
slight. improvement
in surface and nonnally
employed on fine pitch or already ground gears.
• Zero backlash. The honing tool and workpiece are in Itlg'ht mesh. at fixed center distance.
providing maximum rollout improvement with
minimum tock removal
'. Constan: pressure. The honing 1[001 and
workpiece are .in mesh at a constant pre UI"e.Thi
method removes nicks and burrs and provide SUI"face finish improvernent m minimum time.
Spheric ..Honing
The aueomobile industry has long demanded
'the development of a hard finishil1gpl'Oce
that
is comparable ill qua.My and cost so free having
unhardened gears. Some attempts at developmg
uch III proce
were made u ing CBN coated or
ceramic bonded external toothed tools, The
basic problem was to maintain tooth qUality with
thi hard fine machining process even though
the inilial quality parameter
were much war e
titan with green shaving,
where distortion
caused by hardening added another difficult
process. As a rule, the requirement wa , to raise
the pre-cut quality of the teeth, a demand which
could not be met.
Meanwhile.
various investigations
showed
thai. the known capabilJitie of internal toothed
honing tool could be expanded considembly by
u ing different types of kinematics and more
powerful rnaebinery, and the idea of applying this
expanded capability to the hard finUling proce s
was born. Free-form
(spheric) honing with
torque-colltrolled,. two-flank action Of with electronic guidance was developed.
The word" pheric" refers 1:0 the spherical path
oflhe tool relative to the wOr'kpiece. It is a kinematic exten ion of the relative movements-parallel, tangential, diagonal and pl.\loge-familiar
to
green shaving.
The use of the term "honing" is debatable
when referring to the machining of pre-cut teeth
with large machining allowance
01'1 the flanks
and when considering the: Landard characteristics
of th various honing proee ses,
However. in thi case, "honed" refers to the
quality of specific properties of urface ,which i .
higl1er than thai. of the arne propen.ie in ground
gears. Since the final surface of tbe tooth flanks
machined u iog the free-form ( ph eric honing)'
proce s has the excellent roughness and \lDdula-

tion characteristics
of !II honed surface, thi~
process should be distinguished from th other
hard finishing methods; therefore, "gear honing"
has been used for everal decades to refer to gear
manufacturingproce
e which achieve ,3 surface
quality better than a ground ~urface.
The technical difficulties characteristic of gear
honing In thepast can now be largeJy avoided
IIsing spheric honing because it is sufficiently preci e mathematically and technologically. Spheric
honing of precut and hardened toothed. work:pieces represents a new technology that. in most
respects fUls the niche in gear finishing between
green shaving and heattreatmem and grinding.
As shown in Table I, spheric honing combines
the positive feamres of gear grinding IlIId green
shaving. Therefore. thi proces can be technologicaDy. qualitatively and economically clas ified between these technologie .
The positive feature of gear grinding are
• Precut, hardened workpieees
can be
processed,
• Precutting quality does not affect final
quality, with the po ible exception of
runout,
• High qUality tooth ystem produetion,
• Good flexibility in term of flankmodifi*
cation,
-Low input for adaptations to difierent
workpieces,
• Process can be precisely specified.
The positive features oli'green shaving are
• Economy,
• Simple machine and reliable peripherals
do nol require a highly killed operator,
.' Highly suitable for rna S production,
• Low noi e .modification and flank. SUIface structures for tooth ystems .
•. Straightforward tool setup and logistic.
Free-form honing can provide orne of these
features while offering more of the features of
grinding and green having in. others.
Free Form Kinematics
Fig. 3 shows the kinematics of free form honing. The barrel-shaped part of the surface of the
workpiece rotatesabout axi Ill, and the barrelbaped part of the surface of the internal. toothed
tool. about axis II. The two pilCh. surfaces have a
tangential contactar point IV. The oscillating
phere for the workpiece pitch urface has its center at I. and the oscillating . phere for the pitch
urface orllle hollow tool at V: If the rotating partial surface oflhe workpiece is moved forward on
its _pherical envelope, which is rotating with it.
with the forward feed being specified at will. the
pitch surfaceof the workpiece will be enveloped
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bytangential point IV. The pitch body OJ the hollow tool can also be moved nil its oscillating
sphere at a specified forward feed. and the tangemial point IV will also envelop the pitch body
oli the hollow.
A traigllt line g goes through I, intersects Il,
intersects III, is colinear with the pitch and envelope body normals at IV and goes througb V. It
describes the regularity with which any crowning
or taper of the workpiece helix traces can be produced with the orthogonal feed axes Vx-V y-Vz•
using specific assigned points on the pitch surface of the tool. Helie no account. is taken initialIy of the fact thai defined helix angles are to be
generated on the pach surface of the workpiece,
where the condition i that the helix traces of !he
1001 must be in contact with the helix lines of the
workpiece at point IV. It i pos ible to influence
Ihe tangential contact of the helix traces by a
small relative rotation about line g without harming the tangential conditions of the pitch surfaces
at
For the ake of simplicity, the crossing axes
angle movement VA is used for this rotation.
though compensation has to be made for the loss

rv.

of intersection point Il trui>ugh V.- V 'J- V z' Tile
calc Illation for these kinematic relationships is
made autcmatically
in the controller of the'
machine, starting from the screen-eontrolled
operating panel

:Fig. 3 -
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Basic klnemattes of the spherle honin,g process ..

The advantage of the spheric honing technique, particularlyin two-flank contact, is that
the contact condition between !.he left and right
flanks are controllable ,al every point of contact.
Thi is particularly important if there i flank
contact. outside Ihe ax.ial intersection when using
side tools. Furthermore. the helix trace modification for the dressing wheel does not have to correspond with that of the workpiece, and forward
feed strategies CM be fluidly transformed into
each other, So itis possible to work with a very
fast plunge at the start of the cycle, which shortly before reaching the required axial distance,
changes without stopping to a spherical feed
with which the optional helix trace modification.
is produced.
Spheric honing CM also produce positive and
negative twisted flanks [bia ) with con tant initial conditions for the diamond dre serand the
tool. This means that the positive (bur also negative) twisted flanks, which are beneficial in noise
reduction. can be produced in a simple manner.
Negative twist of the flank is important if the
mating gear has very large effective twist becau e
it has been manufactured with a negative twist.
Because of the ability to freely can1igul'c
system kinematic , spheric honing can mimic all
the honing processes currently known, and furthermore, unlike the kinematics of conventional
processes, it ha the ability to provide spatial feed
strategies that are particularly suitable about the:
equilibrium offorces with meshing teeth (Fig. 4).
The feed strategie call be completely different for dressing with a diamond dre ser than
when machining the workpieces, allowing lJrae
different force conditions applicable when dressing and machining
to be appropriately
addressed. Thi
very importa~t when the
geometry of the tool flanks has to be changed by
increasing internal tool. diameter for dressing to
make optimum u e of the diameter. The equili bnum of forces between left and right flank contact has to be maintained. which is achieved by
changing the contact conditions. This task is partieularlydifficult
if the width of the diamond
dresser is smaller than that of 'the boning wheel
since, if the helix: angle of the honing wheel
change: , a relative helical rotation ofthe tool i
necessary. However, 'the electronic gearbox and
the free-form, spheric honing method support
these technological
requirements
in an ideal
manner. The machine incorporates a program
that simulates aJ]the process conditions and
ensures as far a po sible that the optimum conditions are provided. With this method. it is possible to increa e the number of pieces per 'tool by

me

a factor of up to 5 compared with conventional
methods.
The iki nematic axes Vx-Vy-Vz in Fig. 3 are
identified with the corresponding machine axes
in Fig, S. Note that the usual wivel table axis for
producing the lead modification is not present,
since the modification is produced by the simultaneous spheric interpolation ofVx·Vy.Vl. and, if
necessary. with VA' The axis Vz is also the loading axis, since the workpiece is taken by the
spmdle head, moved out to the left and brought
into engagement using V z' while at the same
time. the head stock will move into the center of
the clamping system.
The axes C1 and ~ in Fig. 5 are both driven
by water-cooled motors, meaning that they can be
controlled either by torque or electronically, The
electronically controlled device .i . advantageous
whenlhere are very unfavorable meshing conditionspresent, Torque control would follow the
modulations caused by rotation.
The spheric honing proee s requires a machine to be fitted with an electronic gearbox as
randard, thougb this. can be operated and used in
various modes.
The electronic gearbox operation is infinitely
variable. This means that the positive drive effect
can be varied from inactive to fully active. This
enable the operating modes of free running.
torque action and positive action to be used. It has
often proven beneficial to carry out the initial
dres ing With full positi ve acdoa to produce a
too] condition of defined quality; then to carry out
a few dre sing passes with torque action: and then
to make 8. positive action pas again at specified
dre sing interval . In this way. the dressing times
should be shortened. and tool life will be extended. Furthermare,certain
workpieces (e.g. very
well ground pieces) are more suited to free running machining than toposid ve action machiniD:g. If workpiece preparation is good and the
required quality permits it, torque action machining is more economical than pasit1v.e action operarion, The electronic gearbox. thus, has the capacity to adapt optimally to a variety of technological demands.
The electronic gearbox is also used far the
operations of adaptive centering of workpiece
flanks, adaptive allowance capability and adaptive cumulative pitch capability.
• Adaptive centering ensures thai the metal
removal rate is approximately equal from the
right and left flanks .of the workpiece.
• The adaptive allowance trategy ensures detection of the initial honing wheel/workpiece contact
and that the necessary machining time is set

• The adaptive cumulative pitch strategy
ensures that cumulative pitch characteristics are
evaluated and that the necessary machining time
is set.
These measures substantially increase the reliability of the process, since the honing tools only
have a limited! metal removal capacity, andoverloading of the tool re ults immediately in geometric changes and reduced tool life.
The axes Vz·Vy have a compound slide function which move . the toolalong its awn axis relative to the workpiece. This makes it possible to
carry aut rough finish machining or to achieve
longer tool life using several tools next to each
other, or to machine several different tooth forras
in one leading, By using suitable contrel data
related to the workpiece, this function can also be
moved automatically 10· [he intersection point of
the axes without the need to movethe tailstock or
spindle head manually.
The compound slide method can also be
advantagecusly u ed .if a repeat series of workpieces that are equally elampable, but have different flank geometries, have to be machined.
Different simultanecusly
mounted honing tools,
different diamond dresser and one dressing
roller for dre sing the inner diameter of the internal gear wheel are then used. This process can be
designed such that the control system automatically identifies the workpiece so that, in principle,
mixedproduction can be carried eut,
Shifting the too] by moving the Y-Z compound
slide amounts to the same as shifting the tool
along the axis. This shifting is vel)' important in
Idnematic tenus, since the meshing conditions
consequently remain unaffected. The mol is

z

Macbine Axes

vx·vy.v·fv" forSpheric

Honing

Drive System AA.e3C 1"11 With Elcclronic GcatboK. Drive

Fig ..S - MadlIlle ond ,dri"e system axes (or spheric Ihoning wilD an electronic gearbo. drive.
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Fig. ,6- Advantages oflhe compound. slide technique.
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High Stock Removal
With Line Contact
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in contact forces that are very high because of the
limited cutting capacity as a consequence of the
relati vely lew effective cutting speeds balancing
each other out within the mesmng teeth. The
electronic gearbox action has no effect on these
internal contact forces, since the frequency ofLlile
contact force fluctuations can be on the erder of
severalkilohertz and. thus, a counter osciUation
of the same high frequency by the drive system
would be necessary to compensate for the force
flIuctuaLiens. Therefor,e, the rigidity of the contact
between the right and left flank should be
designed uch that an approximate equilibrium of
forces exists in every meshiogposition.
In this
regard, thepossibilities offered by the kinematics
of spheric honing pray a. ubstantial role. as does
the sizing of the geometric parameters of the hening tool and the diamond dresser (Fig. 7).
The feed strategies c-an be specified completely freely w:ith . pheric honing (Fig. 8)1.. Advantageous feed strategie
for certain tasks have
'emerged. and these have been included as tandard programs in the process ..

The str-ucture of :the urface is respol'lsible for
1

Parallel Infeed

o- •
Spheric
Crowning
Infced

Reduced Line Con!a,1
For Accumulated

o - .' Point Contact
FOl'Generating
Modificialions
of Flank

-pheric Cruwninll
and Taper Infeed

Fig. 7 - Tooth contact behavior between tool and "'Qrkpiece.

always in the same position :in spatial kinematic
terms relative to the workpiece. If the tool is displaced only along the Vz axis, the tool/workpiece
contact is shifted intothe tool's hyperbolic edge
zones. This sbouldl>e avoided to maintain the
simplicity of the process (Fig. 6).
The tooth contact between the honing wheel
flanksand
the workpiece is very important in
achieving good geometric and economic results.
ouble Rank contact is always used. This results
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the surface noh e quality of a flank, Fig. 23 shew ,
the diffuse surface structure of 3 shaved hardened
flank with an Ra value of 0.4 microns (]61rl" Ra),
Since no orientation of a periodic undulation ill
0.1" near the direction of the line of contact to the
gear and its mating gear in the transmission
exists, no. periodic surface noise will be audible.
Fig. 2b shews the surface structure of a
ground flank with an Ra value of '0.3 microns
(121rl" Ra). A di tinct micro-undulation
pattern
can be seen near the line of contact, and this i
ymptomatic of the lypical metallic noise characteristics of ground flanks. Normany an Ra value
of 0.3 micron would uffice to. avoid metal-tometal contact due to' tile formation of a hydrodynamic oil. fi.l:m.With this type of undulating structure, either rnicrovibrations break down the oil
film or they interfere with the film's formation.
Fig. 2c shows the surface structure ofa spheric honed flank with an Ra value of 0,2 microns
(81rl"Ra), The orientation of the structure runs in
the direction of the vector of the honing sliding
velocity en the flanks. This structure, however,
has a low roughness, so that the effect is the same
as for a diffuse surface. Micro-undulations on the
flanks are avoided due to' 'the large contactareas
and thetip-to-roet orientation of the path of contact during hOning, and this has a very beneficial
effect on the noise characteristics.
When examining the tooth contact properties,
consideration must be given as 'to how many
teeth of the tool and workpiece are simultaneous-
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Obtaining Meaningful
Surface Roughness Measurements
on. 'Glear Teeth
Ronald A. Ilavo,ie

Pick-up
Fr,ont-view

Stylus

Skid

Fig. 1 - The Involute for on gear teeth, ln most,
• nece itat .the use of B. skld.Iypepkkup ..Gear toolh pickups differ from genercalpu~pose pkkupsin two key areas.
The .skid is located alongside the stylus instead of h vlng th . "d located either before
or .after me' stylus. AI 0, Ille skid radius on gealF toolh prcQbesis a mucll smaller radius.
typically .8 mm v . J{) mm. The comblnatfon ·ofa small'fJ" kid radius with the '''de-byslde orientation results in .11 superior tneking of :llleInvolute form.
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Th.e unfiltered prome gen. rated by the signal fromlhe pickup hOWJ the significant moum of cnrvanrre th t results from flheinteraction of Ill!!skid and. the iOYD-'
lute form. Also•.the roughness -ignal, is hardl)] dlseernable,
Filg. 2; -
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urface roughness measuring of gear
'teeth can be a very frustrating experience. Mea uring results often do 1I0t
correlate with any functional characteristic, and many users '~hiflk that they neednot
bother measuring surface roughness, since the
teeth are burni hed in operation, They mistakenly believe that the roughne . d'i appear in a
shari. amount of time. Thi is a myth! The urface indeed is shiny, but it still has considerable
roughness. In fact, tests imdicatelllat burnisbjng
only reduces the initial roughness by approximately 25%.
This article deal with the key issues ilia I.
mu t be addressed if we are to obtain a meaningful surface roughness measurement. We will
see that dose attention to detail is necessary.
The following area need to be addressed:
equipment. particularly probe selection, filteringand roughne s parameters,
Surface !Finish Measuring System
A surface finish measuringsystem
consist
of a probe that is moved aero s the involute urface of a gear tooth by a drive system. Signals
from the probe are sent 1[0 a computer-based system for fikering and evaluation (Fi.g. W). The
probe usually consists of a skid and a styllis. The
skid is used to support the probe on the surface
to be evaluated, and as the probe moves aero s
the: surface, the skid tracks the overall curvature
ofthe surface. The tylus, the ensitive portion
of the measuring ystem, consists of 8 very fine'
diamond with .8 tip radius of 51lID. The tylus
measures the microvariariens in. the surface.
which make upthe "roughness," The involute
curve of the gear teeth. as well as the limited
space between teeth, particularly on fine pitch
gears, requires a special type of probe designed
specifically for gear tooth measurement (Pig, I).

The position of the kid relative to the stylus on
a tandard wfac-e roughness probe will alma I
alway produce un atisf Clary measurement
re ults on a gear tooth. The special gear tooth
probe i designed to fit into relatively small
space . It also has a SlyIus skid ori entation that
designed to minimize the distortion that
would result from the involute curve.
FiUerelecUon
Selecting the correct type of filter and the
correct filter setting i imperative. A great deal
of ignorance exists in this area of surface roughDe s measurement. Mjsapplication of filtering
often re ult in measurements that are worthles .
Tile row, unfiltered profile that i the output
of the probe mu t be filtered if weare to have
meaningful roughne information. Fig ..2 shows
the large curvature resulting in the raw, unfittered profile. This curvature is the result of the
interaction between the skid and the involute
profile. If we did not filler tbi curvature out of
the profile. it would 0. dominate our parameter
calculations that we would never measure the
actual roughne s 'of the surface. Fig. 3 haws the
roughn s of the surface after fdtering ..Note the
ab ence of any curvature.
There are two type of urface roughnes .filters in common use today. They are the RC,
resistor capacitor filter and the M] filter that i a
digital phase, corrected, Gau ian filter. The RC
fiJter i the original fiber found in urface roughnes equipment dating back. to the 1'960 . It is
tin available on modem surface roughne s
in trument to allow correlation with measurement on older in truments .. The M ~ filter was
introduced when computers became commonplace with:in ..urface roughnes in truments, The
M l fiTter is much more .eificienl than the RC filrer and produce . more accurate results. The RC
filler is noteriou for produce distortions, particularly when the rat • unfiltered profile has
exce ive eurvarare, as is almo t always the ea e
when mea uring gear teeth. When measuring
gear teeth, RC filters may produce distortions
re ulting in. roughness readings twice the actual

roughness of the surface. Therefore. it is highly
recommended that oll'ly M ~ filter be used when
mea uring gear teeth.
U ing the right filter etting, referred to as
the cutoff, i ' critical. UnJortunately. most surface roughness measuring equipment defaul.L Ilo
aparticular cutoff, ba ed OD SITO e length (cutoff equals 116of troke length). The cutoff may
not produce accurate re ult . Fig. 4 howsthat
the average roughne
value. R.. will chang
'continuously with different cutoff ettings.
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Ra ~.Arlthm.elrlc mean roughness value
The ariclhmetric average value of the
filtered roughness profile determined from
deviations about the center-line within the
evaluation length Lm.

v

POPULAR
ROUGHNESS
PARAMETERS
Popul!ar Iroughness par:ameters.
Ra - Arlthmelrlc mean roughness value
The arithmetric average value of the
filtered roughness profile determined from
deviations about the center-line within the
evaluation length Lm.

Rma:x .• Maximum Indlvldua"
peak-to-va'IIICeyheight: The maximum
peak-to-valley dimension obtained from
the five sampling lengths Le within the
evaluation length Lm.

IRp ~ Single highest peak above the
mean-line: The value of the single highest
peak above the center line of the filtered
profile as obtained from Rpm.
c

lit

RzDINI - Mean peak-to-vaUey height
The arithmetrlc average maximum peakto-valley height of roughness value Z1 to
Z5 of 5 eonsecutve sampling lengths Le
over the filtered roughness profile,

Rz = ~- a 1 + Z2 + Z3 + Z4

-+-

Z5)

I

Rq (RMS) - Root mean square
roughness value: The IRMS value
obtained from the deviations of the filtered
roughness profile over thB svaluatlcn
length Lm.

Rq

tttr:

=1-;;-n [

RCr14__ ~~~

". yn

x
1m

fig ..6 - Popular roughness parameters •
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Pc .•.IPeak eeunt; A.peak count laken
over a standard length of 10 mm of the
filtered roughness profile. Whereby a peak
Is only read after the proflle has passed
through both 81 lower and an upper
variable preset threshold C1 and C2.
Both threshold lines are set parallel to the
'centar-llne'.
ceunrer
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So what i the appropriate catoff value?
very . mall cutoff will in urethe elimination of
any curvature resulting from Ithe involute of the
gear tooth. but it wiUalso eliminate virtually all
the roughness. A very largcutoff
will. include
all the roughness, but also a great deal off the
involute curvature. The optimum cutoff value is
that one that i mall enough to eliminate the
involute curvature andat 'llIe arne time large
enough
0. that ic i .nol attenuating the actual
roughneprofile.
Once thi cutoff value i
found for:a particular process, It need not change
and will. probably be adequate for any measurements on gear teeLh made from thai. process.
Obtaining the proper cutoff sett:ing require. a
urface roughness system which is capable of
producing a profile of the unfiltered signal.
Zooming on thi profile will allow the inspector I 1:!;;;;=====;;;;iiiiiii=======;;;;;;;;i;;;;;;;;i;;;;;;;;i;;iiiiiiiiiiiiiiii=====;;;;;;;;;;;;;!J
cast iron are higblyporou
. Thi produces a
to determine the spacing between the dominant
roughness profile with many deep valleys.
peaks of the surface. Generally speaking, the
The evalleys may have little effect on funclion,
optimum cutoff value will be a distance which i
yet they will have a dramatic effect on the m g~
equal to 2 1/2 peak: . (See Fig. 5.) Also, another
nitude of any roughne
parameter that involves
indication off proper filter election is a roughness trace that run traight down the middle off data from the valley portion of the profile, For
example, the Rz parameter, average peak to valthe chart with no re idual curvature evident For
ley, would be very much affected by the epores,
example, in the mea urement shown :in Fig. 2,
hI this situation, if one is trying to measure the
the default etting for the cutoff would have
efficacy of a manufacturing process, a parameter
been .25 mm. However, careful study of the
such as Rpm' the average peaks above the mean
unfiltered profile, as well as the roughness proline of the profile, would be far more relevant
file at various cutoff settings, indicated that a
than the Rz parameter.
more appropriate cutoff would be ,15 mm, Note
Parameter election is not as difficult a it
Ithat the default cutoff selting would have promay eem, A good understanding of how the
duced a roughness value 50% higher than the
parameters are calculated and an under tanding
correct value.
of the functional requirements of the surface
Parameter'
eledion
will facilitate tile election of parameter that
Surfaces are (ijgitallyand objectively characcan indeed predict functionality.
terized by rougbne sparamet.er.
There are
Accurate surface rcughne .mea urement on
many mughne
param iers, each intended to
gear
teeth can be a valualsle quali'ly analysi
describe a particular feature of at surface. U' a
tool. Attention to Ihe bal ic requirement. of ururl'ace roughness parameter cannot predict the
face fini h analy is such as proper equipment,
fl1l\ctianality of a gear surface, it i worthless.
correct fllteringand the use of surface roughness
or example, the average ~oughness parameter
parameters that will predict the functionality of
R u may be a u eful production monkoring tool,
the gear are key 10 succe sful implemenlation of
but it cannot. differentiate between sig~ifica:lltly
urface fmi hi discipline. 0
different surfaces and, therefore. may be of little
value in predicting functionality. Discllssing all
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THE OPTIMUM CUTOFF IS SMALL
ENOUGH TO EUMINATE THE

INVOLUTE CURVATURE

D

AT THE SAME TIME LARGE ENOUGH
TO NOT ATTENUATE THE ACTUAL
ROUGHNESS PROFILE.
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_------------INDUSTRYIN:EWS------------_
Hoechs't Technical P'olymers
tc IGi,athelr'P'lastic Gear' Materials Dat'a

Hoechst Technical Polymers has expanded its interest in plastic gears with the
imroduction
of the aew
Plastic Gear Evaluation
and Research machine PGEAR'" The machine is the
centerpiece of the company's
continuing effort 'to promote
and develop the use of plasric gears in higher-powered

applications.
Other efforts include the
development of new grades
of plastics for gear manufacturing u e, a special company
team devoted to plasticgear
re eareh, the support of university-based research into
the uses of plastics for gears
and the future publication of
a plastic gear design manual,
Plastic 'Gear Advantages
Plastic gears have some
advantages over metal part
in some applications. U ed
as-molded,
they do [lot
require expensive finishing
operations. They can cost as
much as one-half to onefourth as much as stamped,
machined or powder meta]
gears, and they can weigh as
much as 75% less. They can
be self-lubricating and can
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run quieter than metal gears
one or two AGMA quality
classes higher in accuracy.
However, one powerful drag
on the increasing
use of
plastic gears in industrial
applications
has been the
lack of available engineering data, "W,e can't getpeople to use our materials
without having the da'ta to
enable designers to a sess
how the materials will work
ill their application ,"ays
Maribeth Fletcher, leader of
the Hl'P Gear Team.
The P·Gelllr Tester
The P-Gear Tester, built
by Lewis Research, Inc. of
Lewes, DE, is part of the
answer to that problem. It is
a computer-controlled wear
and fatigue Lester that should
provide much useful! data
about the gear working environmenrand the way plastics
behave in it.
The tester enables reearchers to test pia tic gears
in a range of conditions, with
and without lubrication, and
to collect data autnmarically.
It has a precision
dynamometer and drive to run

under loads of 5.5 hp and at
speeds to 3,600 rpm. Gear set
center distances can range up
to 5" ,and parallel shaft. gear
sets can inelude a third idler
gear. The drive assembly
also swings 900 to accommodate worm gears and other
cross-action drives. P-'GEAR
provides ambient environments from room temperature to +200°C initially and
will go down to _40DC with
future :modification.

System Str,cngths
The system
uses
a
Pentiuffi®-based
PC with
Strawberry Tree?' data collection software. It uses precision rotary encoders to
monitor tile relative position
of meshing drive and driven
gears under programmed
loads. Gears run at constant
speed and torque for a set
period and Me then stopped
and oscillated slowly 10 measure their relative positions
:inorder to assess backlash.
P-GEAR has nou-contacr
infrared temperature sensors
for unhibrjcatedgears
and
fluid temperature sensors for
lubricated gears. According to
Hoeehst, temperature measurements taken 011 different
materials at changing loads
and speeds wiU provide
researchers their first accurate
picture of the gear tooll1 environment, leading to predictive
measurement of tooth temperature and ultimately to the
selection of the be t candidate
gear material for each specific
design and application.
Re earchers also hope the
P-GEAR tester win enable

them to run static bending
tests 1'0 measure me h stiff~
ness. It will al 0 monitor
gear noise and document the
effect of material mixes and
resin addjtives
'on noise
reduction.
P-GEAR's data eollection
capabiltty
win allow the
machine to chart the g,ear
environment and help generate predictiveequations for
estimating the fatigue life of
plastic gears.
Initially the tester will 'be
used to val:idate existing
data on HTP resins in plastic
gears. These preliminary
measurements
on familiar
materials win help formulate test protocols for developing gear life cycle curves
related to bending strength
and contact stress and wear.
Subsequent work will e tablish protocols for predicting
tooth operating temperature
and provide wear constants
for predictive
life cycle

equations .. O

T.II Us WINd You T1IIIIIc •••
If you found this article of
intere8t and/or uleful,
please circle ZD7.
For more information about
Hoechst Technical Polymers, circle •.
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1M & MI Pr'e',c:iisioln,
Penn State & NIIST'
Team IUp IFoir Gear
Metrol,o'lgy Baseerch
In 1993, M & M Preci iOB
System
wa
awarded
a
lhree-year,parliaJ
grant from
the Advanced
Technology
Program of the Department
of Commerce'
National
Institute of Standard
and
~echnology '(NISn. Working
with Penn ylvania
State
Universiry. M&M embarked
0,11 a technology development
project to advance gear measurement capabilities to levels, of accuracy never before
achieved.
Re ponding
to. im:lu try
concern about the measurement uncertaintie associated
with gear manufacturing
proce .cenrrol and lbe competitive po ition of U.S. gear
manufacturers
worldwide.
M & M contribused over $1

million of it own funds to ignificandy improve gear meaurement accuracies and provide a proven methodology
for verifying 'lhese aeeuracie .
Project Goals
The goal, of the project
included:
.' Develop arid implement
a rational methodology for
analytically repre endng all
points on the running
urfaces of a:II teeth on a generic
gear, nece uy information
for transmis ion error prediction. analy is of heat treat
distortion" etc.;
.•.Model the accuracy of
generative gear mea urement

machines as a function of
accuracy of the components
of the system;
• Determine the accuracy
of state-of-the-artgenerative
gear measurement machines
by use of the above model
and comprehen
ive gear
me urements;
• Buhance mea urement
machine and. contrelsarchitecture and sensor hardware
and oflware 'Iechllol.ogies '10
achieve submicron level accuracies LIl gear measurements:
• Develop statistical methods using measurement
redundancie and replications
'to enhance measurement
accuracies and to estimate
measurementuncertaintie
;
• Develop computation
algorithms and software to
compensate
for systematic
machine-component
errors
and minimize final measuremeru inaccuracies:
-Develop procedures and
artifacts adequate to verify
. ubmicron level aecuracie in
precision gear measurement;
• Verify
the achieved
level of gear measurement
accuracy by implementing
the above developments into
an enhanced gelleraLivege3.l'
measurement machine.

y _ars

mulll'lIll 'CNClDNC
mac:hlnlns,
CAD/CAM CIllIIr, com.
pllterjz,d lu!lng.
m 1II1I'1I1;lt!!1
InalyJiL Purdy
II ,compI!InI with
UL-Q.,· I!ld BoeIng D1-9000 •

1 In·'houll'

flighl~criti'cal

a

II'DSpaCe

component."
Imanuf,acturing AGM_A '1114
,qu_lily
gears and Ipinl'ons.

Pl.Lrc:f¥

'Corporation • 586 HJUlard Street.
lManchestet:. CT '06040
Tel: (8S0),649~()I)OO Fax: (B6<f)645-6293

The

·wwW..-urdrallsmissl·ons.·com

CIRCLE il511'

NEW versatile, accurate, economi'cal
Hob ,i Cutter Measulring I'nstrument
The base Instrument in this new series is designed to measum rake of flu:te" radial or hook,and parallelism ,(includes,
indicator stand). Option for inspecllng index .spacing (includes

index paw mechanism with tooling-precision
arbor and index plates). using new index plates or your existing 6 ITW or
10" Barber Colman index. plates.
ft

NOW oflerlng' completesharpenln9'8/1d coating uTVlces for
,hobs to 6". Strslg./1t gash. Insp etlon, sharpening,
Inspection-the best way for you to attaJn ~
_ dramatic lmpro'llflme.nt In your gear quality.

V'

_____

ContacS us lodayIOF s:peclrfiC8,tlons, pricing
ht1p:J/www.geartechnology.com ,--

_

Progr~
A number of developmems in hardware and oft.~
ware were necessary to
achieve these goal .

For specifical.ions call (630) 3n-2496 or Fax (630) 377-2546
MAINUFACTUREID 'GEAR 6 GAGIE. INC.
P. O. BOX 7155.IElGIN, IL 60121
CrlRCUE 164

:sEE US AT ASMA GEAR EXPO BOOiH'7211
JULVIAUIlU6T
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IN A URIES
Environmenltll Cllamber.
An eavironmental chamber
was installed in the first
year of the project. This
room has been certified
traceable to NIST to control
temperature within J OF and
humidity under 45%. It has
been \I ed bolh to determine
current day gear measurement ma!chi.ne accuracies
and to provide the necessary
environment to achieve project goals.
Want to ma~e your customers Sit up and take notice? Just add
these bullets to your next gear ad 'cmger life. Improved ,olque
1ft low tempeilltures. EXtended lube i'n.tetvlJls. Nig.flef
lo,d-catryin.9 ctJpalJi.lily. Delivermg these performance advantages IS easy WIth the new Synthetic Gear 011 340 Sanas from Nve
lubricants. Compatible With petroleum. plastics. and elastomers. they
ensure less friction. less wear. less energy consumption. lass maintenance. and longer gear lite. Choose trom one of three AGMA grades. and
add Nye's SGO 3110 Series 10 your gear boxes. No seal replacement is
necessary Then. roll out your new and improved gears - without go ing
back to the drawing board. for technical data or sampl as, call Nye today.
PO Box 8927
New Bedford. MA 02742-9927
Ip Q n.: 508··!96~ilI21
Fu. 508-997-5285
E-Mail techhelpCnyelubncants com

SEE US:Al A'GM!A GEA.ft,EX..PDBOOTH
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IEXAC,'T & REPEATAB,l,E
G,EAR DATA

Enhanced Accur:acy for
LJ'near .(In,dRotar, Axes.
M & Mand
Penn Stare
worked together to develop
models to characterize the
systematic
machine and
component errors throughout
the entire system, Software
to enhance probe locations in
the light of these errors (slide
path, yaw,and
distance
errors) were integrated inm
the M & M 9000 gear measurement program. Rotary
axis 'errors were derived
from a set of index measurement on a et of master
gears. Software separated the
gear index errors used inthe
measurements
from the
rotary axis errors. The M&M
9000 can calibrate index
errors on a master gear to
better than 15 microinehes of
measurement uncertai nty,

Easer Linear Measuring
System. A laser linear mea1\10' set-up or master required.IPC based SPC program

available or RS-232 port. Precision Tungsten Ca~bide
balls or pins for maximum aecuracv.Bobust construction=Each g.auge 'custom built, Over/under digital displav wi inch or mm conversi.on.

PHONE OIR FAX FOR IBROCHURE OR ID,EMO

Member of A:GMA

P.O.Box. 361., Springboro', 10H 45066,. Fax: 151:31746-5103
Phone: 513/746-3800· E-mail: digi1@erinetcoml
SEE IUSAT AGMA G~R IEXPOBOOlJll #334!
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fact were designed and calibrared,
NIST
and the
Oakridge Metrology Center
Y-12 Plaut measured a pill
master, a 1" sphere master
(under 2 mieroincb form
errors), a lead master and an
involute master, Procedures
are currently being documented along with mathematicaJ estimates of the ·finaJ
measurement uncertainties
for all artifacts.
Final results
of the
research are currently being
for N.IST.
Integration of this new technology into available products
i underway at M & M. 0

suring system was also
developed. This system was
evaluated by the Mid-Scale

& Complex. Form Metrology
G:roupal NIST and shown to
achieve a .2 micrometer (2
sigma} uneertainty for 800
mm displacement.
Gear A.rtifacts, To evaluate the enhanced measuring
system wi.th the lowest measurement uncertainties possible for profile, index and
tooth alignment (lead), uti-

Til. Us ....

Yo. TIl.....

If you found this artie Ie of
interest and/or useful,
please circle_
For more information about
M & M Precision Systems,
circle Z1G.

ShinShin Enterprise Corp.
The Best Solution for Your Gear Demands
For over 25 YII,. ShinShin'slXplrilncl

w.................

far ..............

and technology in manufacturing GEARShavi acquired a
Iity Hd .......

bI. price.

- MAX.
- MAX.
- MAX.
.' MAX.

Range lOt Products
'" Splines
- Pump Gears
• Rack & Pinion • Helical Gea,rs
'. Worm &. Worm Gear Sets
• Bevell & Mit'er IGear Sets
'. External/Internal Spur Gear

" Cast
"!Nylon
'II Carbon

"Brass

- Stain'less Steel

SllinSlai~
CorJ
J7 DA YO !iIII StrHI- t
., -lAMAN
"I: .... 3231211-Fax: • 4 .",.1
~II:

Ihlnll2Ctna1hiutnet

Manufacturers today fac'e
increasing demands frnm their
customers regarding ,quality,
delivery and price ....ShinShin
GEAIRS meetthese demands.

Material
• Steel
=Iron
- Plastic
- Copper
• Bronze

WEA_RE.A_N ISO 9OIt2
FlEGI!S:rERED' C'DMPANY

-Aluminum
"And More

R.O.C.

-1IIIp://www.shillt8Ch.com

Capacj,ty
O.D.:1S00mm
Medul'a: .20 (D'P' 1.271'
Leng,ti1:3000mm
Hetical angle: 45"

E....,...

0. USA AgIIII
.........in
CorJ
• Earte Avuue - Lynbrook, N'I11583
PIIone: 11.... 1135. Fax: 518-111-1292

CIRCLIE 172

.. A BUYIERS GUIDE T'O' IEVERYTlHING YOU NEED, 'TO MANUFACTURE
'-THIE MACIHINES" 'THE, TOOI.IN,G" 'rHE S'E:RVICIESA!NID M.ORIE?

GEAIRS,

.. THE LATEST' 'G!EAR INIDUS,TRV NEWS?'
". INIF'ORMA:nONI ABOUT PROFESS'I'ONAI., .AINID IRESEARC'H SOCIETIIES?'
". THE LATEST' ,COURSES FROM THIE BES,T GEAR SCHOO:LS?
.. ANSWERS, TOVOUR

'TOUGH G'EARIN:G QUESTIO.

'?

JULY/AUGUST

188'7
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BIGGEST GEAR EXPO EVER
Decade of Performance" is
the theme of the American
Gear Manu.Ja.ccturers Association Gear Expo 97, to be
held October
19-22 at
Detroit's Coho Hall. Products and services related to every aspect of the gear
manufacturing process, from turning
and grinding the blanks to coating and
inspection of tile gears, will be represented. at the show.
According 10 the show's managers,
early indications are that it will be the
biggest and most succe sful show in the
expo's ]a. year history, With morelhan
4(),OOO Q. ft ..of exhibition pace sold by
the end of March, the show is already
10% larger than the 1995 Gear Expo.
AGMA has added an additional ]0,000
sq. it to its original 40,000 sq. ft. of l
available space to accommodate addi- r
tionalexhlbitors.
AGMA is predicting record artendance levels. with vi itors from aU over
Ilte U.S. and 25 other countries. 0

11

Hotel
Renalssanca Center
Near Cobo Hall.
The "Headquarters" Hotel
Ph: 31~588-8000
FIx 313-588-8116
Singll/Double - 1122.00 per night
WaIiJI ReA .......

...............
WHERE TO STAY
Three hotels near Cobo Hall
are offering special rates
for Gear Expo 97 visitors
Detroit Peop/~ Mowr

Till U. MIt You DIIIk ...
If you found this article of interest and/Dr

useful, pi....
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and exhibitors. They will be
holding blocks of rooms
until September 23.

1000 Brush Avenue
(Graektown near the People Mover)
Ph: 313-962-2323
Fax: 313-962-2424
Singll/Double - $135.00 per night

Crawa Plaza .........
i.
Two Washington Boulevard
(Difllcdy across from Cobo HaHJ
Ph: 31~965-0200
Fax 31~965-9464
SinglI/Double - $98.00 per night

DIUT family of

gear machines,
shares, a name-

Sophisticated cutting
mechanisms give you
high productivity for
gear shaping needs up
to 1 meter diameter.

and a whole
lot more.

Get high precision gears
-up to 1meter-with
our gear hobbers-fast.

Cut gears up to 450 mm
fast. with simple set up
and conversational
programming on our
gear shavers.

OUf highly precise
grinders give you gears
that meet the highest
world-class standards.

The most complete family of gear cutting machines
share Mitsubishi machine construction, Mitsubish:
software, and common controls . For thefastest
CNC leamingcurves and the highest quality gears,
contact your Mitsubishi representative today.

SEE US: AT
AGMA GEAR EXPO
IBOOTHI354
CfRCLIE109

This is ...
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MHI Machine Tool U.S.A., line.
907 W. !Irvlng Park Road· ltasca, IL 60143·20.23
Phone.:(S30) 860-4222 • FAX: (S30) 860-4233
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17,000 TI ES
AND IS STILL READY FOR MORE?
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TECHNIICAIL CALENDAR

I

AGMA, GEAIR S'CHOOL & IHOB S'HARP,ENING CUNI:CS
Th . AGMA T.raining Scboo~ for Gear Mnnufacturing

is Ileld at Daley College, Chicago, IL. This one-weekcourse
is deigned for employees with at least ix month • experience in setup or machine operation, and il cover. setup.gear
tnspection, gear calculations and basic gearing principles,
The curriculum include both clas room and hands-on 'LIaining in hobbing •. haping and inspection, The remaining eion for 1997 will be held Sept. 22-26 and Nov. 17-.21.
Th. Hob Sharpening Workshop is also held at Daley
College. Iri a 'wo-day course with both cla room and
hand -on training it'!. bob sharpening basic . grindi.ng and
wheel dres sing. setup, inspection and sharpening helical flute
hobs, The last session of 1997 will be Aug. 7--8;. For more
information. contact Susan Fentress at AGMA, Phone 703·

684-0211, fax 703-684-0242, e-mail agma@ciark.net.

OTHER EVlENTS OF INTEREST
Augusa 27. 'Gear Researcb Institute Annual Meeting.
Penn State Univer ity Applied Science Building, State
Cellege, PA. Bus:ine and technical essions. Contact
National Center for Advanced Drivetrain Technologies
(NCADT) at Penn State for more information. Ph: 814-863-

9749; Fax; 814-863-1185.
Sept. 41-5. Metalworking Software Expo '97. Chicago
Marriott O'Hare, Chicago. IL. This exhibition will. display
the latest software and hardware for job shops involved in
production machined parts, screw machine parts, dies and
mold, rabricated pan and assemblie • starnpings, castings,
die casting. forgings. fasteners. springs, metal finishing and
heat treating. Software applications include CAD/CAM and
,engineering system. integrated management y tem , office
auiemauon, data colleetion, CNC machine connol ystem.
quality management systems and special application oftware. Contact MicheUe Jenkins at Oardner Managem.ent
Services, 1-800-950-8977 or fax 5] 3-527 -8950.
Sep,t. 9-11. Detroit
'97 Advan,ced Productivhy
Expo ilion. Cabo Hall, Detroit, MI. The Midwest' largest
machine tool. and manufacturing event fortheautomotive
industry and uppliers, Sponsored by 5MB, AMTDA and
AMT. For more information. contact SME at 313-271-15W
or fax. 313-27]-2861.
S.epl.. 1:Z~14·. Tecll.nology 2007 Convention
&

SEE US AT AGMA GiEARIEXPOBOOTH I23Il
--

--

THE NIEW 'CHAM,FIERMATIC
MOOEL 16001
STANDARD RATUR.£S
Thrau h 16"

IGear Diameters

8" Diameter., 3-Jllw MllnulIl Chuck
P. L C. 'Witll1fJperatof Intellacll
Automatic Air Operated Door

Built·inAirFilUltiD::
,SV11lm
121lwo' 'Grindinll IHeadlAssllmbHn

Expo

iUon. Hyne , Convention Center. Bo ton, MA.
Sponsored by NASA. NASA Tech Briefs and The Technology

AlIl:bit for und'er $16,(1:1);110.

Utilization, Foundation. this convention is for engineers. dentist • managers. developers and entrepreneurs who need to
sta.y on the cutting edge of technology development and/or
who are looking for commercia] partners. For more information. ,call 212-490-3999 or check the convention Web site at.
www.nasatech.comlt2006.
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you foIn:I1hiI article of interast and/or useful. please Circle Zl1.
I

Optional,equipment such 8S
Ajr Chucking, Auto load and
Unload,. or additional
Grinding or Brushing Heads
will be quoted upon request
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1696,Northrock Ct. Rockford, Il'S11103
If ,a machine isn't in your
....

Mike Mag,ee, President

plan at this time, 'contact us
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COMPACT
AND ERGONOMIC
STRUCTURE
ON BOARD CNcToofH

INVOLUTE

I LEAD I INDEX

INSPECTION

CAPABll.rTY

GRJNDING TIME
REDIJCTION

IINTERN_AL GEA.RS GRINDING
8Y INNOVATIVi1: WHEEL
SPINDLE

SIMPLIFIED

PART SET UP
AND REIDUCED JOB

PREPARATION TIME
IN-PROCESS WHEEL
DRESSING WITH DIAMOllm
DRESSER

VERSATILITY liN GRINDING
WHEEL SELECTION

BEST EFFICIENCY AND
MAXIMUM PREOSION LEVEL
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Involute Inspection Methods
and Interpretation of
Inspection Results
Introdu HOD
What is so uniq-ue about gear manufacturing and in pection? Machining i
mostly associated with mabng either flat
or cylindrical shape . These hape can
be created by a machine'
imple linear or
circular movements, but an involute
curve is neither a straight line nor a circle.
In fact, each point of !he involure curve
has a different radius and center of curvature. Is it necessary to, go beyond simple
circular and linear machine movements
in. order '10 create an involute curve? One
of the unique features of the involute :is
the fact lhat :it can be generated by l:iriking
circular and linear movement.
Tbis
uniqnene s has become fernie . oil, for
many invention
that have implified
gear manufacturing and in peclion .. As is
the case with gear generating machine.
Ithe 'traditional
involute
inspection
machine take advantage of some of the
involute properties. Even today. wilen
computers can sym:bromze axe for ereating any curve, taking advantage of
linvolute properties can be very helpful It

b

fig. 2 - Methods for gBnerating aD linvolute curvll: allh- string m thod; Ill,I balm rolling amundl.
fixed base circle; cl balm IBndbase circle rolling with IIlch 'odler 'wltboUlllip.
can impJify synchronization of machine
movements and reduce the number of
variable ' to monitor.
Involute Definition.,
Geometric Properties
and Involute Function
The involute curve is a spiral beginIB
Ging at the base circle and! having an infinite Dumber of equidistant coils (Fig. O.
OnJy a smaIl portion of the innermost. coil
O=£-¢I
has been utilized inpracticaI applications ..
8 = segmt"1 '8Q = 1.aIl¢l
o ,,~-¢I
The easiest way to visualize this is by
describing the way it can be generated,
Il1ig.3 - G omllme prloplIrtiB' of 1b.1 inV'olm.
The involute curve can be generated bya generation. Some of the e properties are
used either for the inspection machine
point on atightIy held. inextensible and
extremely thin thread that is unwound
movements or referenced in the inspecfrom a. fixed circle, called the base circle
tion re ults,
(Fig. 2a). This method is called the string
• The line tangent 10' the base circle.
method, An i,nvolute can also be generatdrawn from any point 'of th involute, i
led by a beam rellingarcund a. fixed base
.alway perpendicular
to the involute
circle (Fig. 2b} or by a beam and base circurve ( ee Fig. 3).
de rolling with each other without slip
• The egment of the tangent line, Q8,
(Fig. 2~). All these principles are used in
is the radiu of curvature of the involute
gear generating and! inspection machines.
for the point Q. Points wher the string
separate from the ba e eirel are instantaImportant. geometric properties of the
involute curve can be derived from its
neous centers of the involule curvature.
J U L'" '"
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• For any point on the involute, arc
length A.B, contained by the beginning of
Ute involute and the poinl of tangency, is
equal to the length of the line ' egmeat
QBlangent to the base circle.
Involute FnnctiioD
Let the involute or polar angle be 6,
the pressure angle be 41 and the IOU angle
be e. Then let us assume for simplicity !hat
th,e base radius equals I unit of linear measurement. In this case, the length olam arc
equals the angalas measurement using
radians as measuring units, Therefore, (J =
e - '¢J, where e = arcAB = segment BQ' =
OS· tan41 = t·, ta.nq, = tan(p. The involute
function can be derived by replacing E
with its function of 41: e = tanq, - f/J.
Most analytical
gear inspection
machines use these involute geometry
properties:

Involute Inspection Chart

Movement

Fig. ,4- Basic meGIIllnics of an linvolute inspeetion process l!lSingII probe.
-

• Length of roll Q:B equals Ute length
ofare of roB AB.
• The line tangent to the base circle is.
always perpendicular to the involute curve.
Principles of Traditional Mechan1cal
or CNC Invofllte Inspection
and Resulting Charts

~ on-Traditional Involute Inspection

The Mecllanics .of Maclline Movement Traditional involute inspection
concepts are based on combining the linear motion of the probe carrier and the
rotational motion of the gear. TIll combined movement generates an involute
path for the probe relative to the gear
profile. While the probe moves along the
path that is tangent to the base circle. the

Gear Rotation

Fig. 5, - MechllniGlI ,of non"lradilonlll invDlute,
inspection.
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distance equal the length of roll a, and
the gear rotates the angle A (FigA).
One important beneficial distinction
of the traditional involute inspection
method i the unchanging probe contaet
point. throughout the entire probe travel.
(Fig. 4). Thi unchangiag contact point
simplifies the inspection
process by
reducmg the number of variables thai.
need to be monitored.
The probe deflection represents
a
deviation of tho gear profile from the
involute curve. If the gear profile is a perfeet involute, the probe deflectien would
stay consta:ntth.1'Ouglloul the entire movement, and the resulting inspection chan
would be astraight horizontal line. A
deviation from this straight line would
constitute the profile error.
Involute Inspection Charts. An involute inspection chan. is scaled proportionately to the le.lIgth or angle of roll. The X
coordinate
(probe travel) represents
length or angle of roll, The Y coordinate
represent profile deviation from the perfect involute in the direction normal to
the involute curvature.
It is important to reiterate that metradnional involute inspectionchart is not
proportional to the diameter, nor is it proportional to the length of involute curve.
Non- Ttamtional Involute Inspection
With the proliferation of coordinate
measuring
machines, other involute
inspection
methods have come into
being, Some CMMs use the traditional
method, but some don't. Nevertheless,
the inspection results are presented in the
old fa hioned way-profile tracing i
scaled proportionately to the length of
angle of roll, as shown in the upper section of Fig. 4.
Machines thai do not use thelrnciitiOIlal method include
.• CMMs without rotary tables. The
probe contours a fixed gear .
• CMMs with rotary tables, but williout tangential slides.
Tbe principle
difference
between
non-traditional and traditional machine
is the fact that Don-trad:itional machine
have three axes instead of four. A fewer
number of axes makes one part of the
machine less expensive;
however. it
also creates an additional burden in

..
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another area of the machine. In both
non-traditioaal case ,in addition to two
moving machine axes, the y tern Ita to
keep track of one extra variable-the
coruact point of the probe. Thu , [he
machinecannot take full advantage of
involute properties
for reducing the
number of variable to monitor during
involute in pection.
Fig. 5 depicts the involute inspection
principle for the machine without a tangential slide. X & Y eoerdinare of the
probe contact are continuously changing
as the probe moves from ['COl to tip (See
Fig. 5). To make matters worse, in the
c-ase of helical gears. X, Yand Z coordinate of the probe contact are continuou ly changing.
The advantages
ofllon-t:Jraditiona]
machines are that they have fewer axes,
and their 3-d1mensional probe give them
the potential for adding non-gearing
inspection capabitHties to the machine .
The di advantages of II ing these nontraditional machines include the need to,
monitor the extra variables during involute inspection, which can make the systems either les accurate or more expensive 10 develop, and the requirement for
3-dimensional probe • which add a ilgnificant co I to the apparatu .
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Surface Evaluation.
How do people analyze, qualify and
quantify the urface deviation
from
de ired conditions? What do we mean by
"profile error"? Is this the amount of error
or the shape of the error or both? There
are situations in which one number for
defining involute error is not. ufficient to
quantify and qualify the error.
Let's introduce three definitions: slope
error, form error and total error. The
drawings in F.ig. 6 help to illustrate the
diffsrences between these three concepts.
Fig. 6a shows surface variation From the
horizontal plane. Is i1 a lot or a LitLIe?For
a farmer it may be 101:, but fOI a.: kier, it
may not be enough, Fig. 6bhows a differem type of surface variation. Even for
sam - skiers, it may be too milch. In reality however, people frequently deal! wilh a
combination of the kinds of surface errors
. hewn in a and b. The situation is mote
like the one shown in Fig. 6c. The errors
may have the arne value. but a different
appearance, a hown in the Fig. 6<1.
Det.erminaUoD. of Total, Slope
and. Form Errors

•

variou . tec'lrnique for i elating these
error. The most popular, and probably
the most accurate. it the "least quare"
method. Thi method i ha ed on
deterrnlnin the "best fit" lin that egrnents the CIm'C inl.o two approximately
equalareas OD either side of thalline (see
Fig. 7). Deviation of the best flr Iine from
the ideal pe ition (the vertical in Fig. 7),
is called the slope error. Deviation oflhe
inspection curve from the best fit line i
called the form error.
Total
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The breakdown of total error into
form and slope components is applicable
to both involute and lead in pection,
Because slope and form errors come
from different sources, isolating and
assigning a value to each error component
is very helpful for finding the largest contributor to the tooth surface inaccuracy.
Slope error sources include

sharpening.
Form error sources include
• Lead. Excessive feed rate.
• Involute, Excessive hob runout
hob gash index error or excessive hob lead
error 'Orinsufficient Dumber of hob gashes.
The breakdown of the total error into
the slope and form error components can
be invaluable for determining exact
machine or tool adjustments, thus eliminating time-consuming trial and error
techniques. For example, lead or taper
adiustment on a CNC bobbing machine

.' Lead. The wrong machine settings
for the helix angle ..
• Involute, Wrong hob pressure angle
or wrong rake angle induced during hob

TURN' YOUR
"H3MIJ a,'3,H~~
AR,OUND
COMPOSITE

WITH OUR

GEAR
.ANI\lYZER®
TOTAL COMPOSITE VARIATION
Ml\XIMUM

TOOTH TO TOOTH

COMPOSrTE VARIATION
TEST RADIUS
RUNOUT

YOUR

REO' LIN,ER

NEVER

•
can be determined accurately with the
average lead slope errors.
'Iooth Surface Patterns Created by
VarIous Manufacturing Processes
Every gear manufacturing method
creates a certain gear topology that. during tile inspection.jranslates mostly into
fonn errors. Some examples of tooth.
topology are shown in Figs. Sa-d. Note
that all these examples display involute
and lead errors despite the fact that these
gears were manufactured
under ideal
conditions of machine, tool. fixture and
blank. These error are referred to as
inherent errors introduced by the process principle.
Even the most accurate hobs and
machines can create greater than allowed
lead and involute errors, Understanding
the tooth topology helps to differentiate
between the inherent errors introduced
by the process principle and errors
induced by the process variables
(machine, cutting tool, fixture and blank
inaccuracies). Frequently, determining
the error source is a bigger challenge
than the elimination of that source,
Common. ~ofi.le Modification
Commonly gears are designed with
tip and/or root relief (Fig. 9). The numerical evaluation of such profiles becomes
more complicated. There are various
computerized techniques available for
evaluation of profile modifications.
Some people use .11 compari on with . an
ideal curve. Some evaluate various portions of the tracing separately; some
evaluate crown; some evaluate hollow;

TOLD YOU THE COMPLETE STORY
NOW YOU WILL GET EVERY
DETAIL.

PC,-20 CGA®
A Proven Design wit'" Todays'
Technology

,PROFII'LE ENGINEER,ING INC.
100 River Street
Springfield, VT 05156
802-885-9176
Fax 802-885-6559
SEe US AT AGMA GEAR EXPD IBOOTH #525
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We're dedICated to creating diamond bore
sizing systems that procU:e the most
accurate. consistent boIallZ88 and geometry
In the industry. Our commiIn'Ient to raaean:h
and dMIopment has rneanllhaI our
CUIICtnIfI can procb;e ftnIshecI parts at a
high produc:IIon .....
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Most people use some kind of comb ination of these methods.
Crown of tile Surface" There are
various computerized techniques available for C1'Own evaluation. Some use a
best-fit curve (Fig. lOa). Some compare
both ends of the tracing with a high
point (Fig. lOb), and some compare a
line connecting tracing ends with the
bighe t point (Fig. toC)I.
Bollow. Hanaw is the reversal of
the curvature, as shown in Fig. 11..One
can look at hollow as a variation of tile
form error. This characteristic is widely monitored for evaluation in the
automotive Indu try.
The K·'Cbart Method of
Profile Evaluation
The K-chart is probably the most
widely used technique for qualifying or
disqualifying agear, TIle K-chart is a
simple appraisal for deciding whether
or not the gearprofile
is within the
speclflcatiou However, it is important
to note that the K-chart is .110t a good
tool for analyzing the source of a problern. It is only a go/no-go gage which
tells whether the profile is good. or bad.
W11ena gear does not fit the K-chart, a
more detailed analysis must be conducted in order to find and eliminate the
ource of the problem; e.g., total error
must be broken down into 'the slope and
form components.
Despite its seeming simplicity, the Kchart can become a matter of controversy.
Many companies-and
ometimes different people within the same companydiffer about how to interpret a K-chart.
For example, is the tracing in Fig. 12
inside or outside the K-chart tolerance?

prctation method i used, An inspection
tracing could be justified to a "plus"
material condition as shown on tile I,efl
of the figure or a "minus" as shown on.
the right, Sometime . Kschart band are
defined with more than three points.
This opens up a further proliferation of
evaluations, Some people may ju lify
the high point located anywhere
between SAP and EAP, as shown on the
right of Fig. 13. But some may use a
specific range of ron angle for ju lifying the high point. An example is
shown in Fig .. 13 on the left, where a
middle portion of the tracing is used fDr
justifying a high point of the iuvollute.
ASEl
result, the same tracing could be
considered as outside (left) or inside
(right) a K-chart.

ConcillSioD
Basic principles of gear inspection
have not changed during the last 30 to
40 years. But there has been a dramatic
proliferation of gear inspection tan<lards, evaluation techniques and inspection machines. Computers certainly
have contributed a great deal to thi proliferation,
While the proliferation of gear Iaspection machine was a welcome si.gn
for gear manufacturers, the current variety of home-grown gear evaluarioa
standards and techniques have had both
positive and negative effects. On one
hand, it has opened up choices and provided fertile soil for creativity. But on
the other hand. especially for people
w.ithout a strong background in gear
geometry, this proliferation of standards
and techniques has become a very confusing matter.

'OIRMIANIOIE
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lead evaluation are by no meaas comprehel'lSlve and conclusive. For example, AGMA does not classify fonn and
slope error components. Perhap that is
one of the reasons why many American
gear manufacturers have created their
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own, more detailed, but frequently con-
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tradicting standards and techniques. Examples of thee contradiction are the
aforementioned K-charl. and crown varieties of evaluations. These varieties are
wide open for different interpretations
andre ulting disagreements.
To avoid the e di agreements, it is
helpful torecognize the e varieties and.
if necessary, develop or adapt, document
and communicatethe company's policy
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SERVICES,
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WITHI
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F:AST

profile evaluation methods and
interpretations of the K-chan: or crown,
In contrast. the European gear
inspection _tandards are more comprehensive and adopted widely. As a result,
these standards are much more effective
in helping gear companies fwd common

GIEARS
D'ELJIVERY

CUTTING

ICCMiPLETE

regardiog

ground when dealing with one another.
These standard can also be more effecrive for debugging gear manufscturiag
proce es, for example, by applying
slope and form error component .
Regardless of where one stands on
the merit of home-grown standard and
evaluation proliferation, understandiag
the basics can help one navigate in this
sea of mspectionta:ndards and evaluation teclmiques.O
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Yes, it's that. ,easy to get.accepllreject test results to ISO, AGMA and Dt . standards with Mah:r's
new DFI 890 series double Ilank gear roll testers. Easy-to-use, Windows~ '95-campatible
WinGearS test and evaluation software lets you determine Total Composite, Tooth-to-Iooth IIJ!d
Radial Rnnout errors with a single mouse click.
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• TG350E CNC Thread Grinding

Machine
• Advanced Thread Milling Centres
• Complete Tool Profile Management
• Advanced Measurement

Syste

Tool Design Software
• Conturo-Automatic
Centre
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Sub~Contract Rotor and Worm
Gear Manufacturing Facility
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IPRODUCTNEWS,

Welcome t,o our Product IN'ews, page. Here, we teature, new Iproducts 01: interest 1.0 thel gear ,and geaf pr,oducts,
markets. To Igel more information on these items. pl'easel Icir'c!le the IReader Se,rvicBI IN'um'be,,'shoWD. S'lmdvour
new pr,oduct releases to,: ,G'ear Technolo,-y,I401Ilunt Avenue .•Elk IGr'DYDVillage" IlL60001'"Fax: 841~437'-6618.
facturers' errors or omi ion and prodact recall-advertising
expense. The
package i meant Ito be a sllpplement to
commercial general liability or product
liability coverage. The coverage usually
come wi.th lanciard limits of $. 100,000,
om higher limits are available. Th
package is not designed for manufacmren of high-tech or medical product and
is available in most tares,
kc' J04

Mob~le Parts CleaDer
Th Gra,ymills ModeJ TL WTempe I
Series Jet Sp.ray Part Cleaner
i
designed specifically to provide pans
cleaning in iii compact cabinet. lti.
designed for j.ob shops and other facilities where space is at a premium, It :1138
an optional caster kit. which makes il
,easily portable from one location to
another. The TLl has dimensions of
40"L x 33"W 50"Hand a tank capacity of 18 gallons. It will handle pans up
to 250 lbs, It has a 3/4 hp pump which
produce 20 GPM at 30 p i and is available with. a choice of power source :
.11.5V or 230V, single ph ~ or 230V or
460V, 3 ph e.
'Cirde301

Citrus IDeg,reaser
Chemicals
& Lubricants
introol.lcesits
Orange
[[
Degreasez This natural citrus, waterbased degrea er will break down Ute
'toughest oil , including No. 6 oil. as
well a tar and asphalt from virtually
any orfaee, h. can be u ed in hot or cold
pre ure washers and w.ilI not an ck
painted snrfa e , according to the manufacturer. It i comple« Iy bi.odegradable, non-flammable,
non-corrosive.
contains no petroleum distillates and
w.ill not irritate the kin.
Environrnemal

Cirde30Z

IBrawn I.ShLFpDebameleODI C'MM
Chameleon from Brown & Sharpe
combine
single-point
measurement
and maln-pcim cann:ing technology in
what the company describes as a fast,
accurate and affordable CMM. Chameleon u es the DATOS dimensional
analysis technology to suppon high
accuracy data evaluation at very higb
peed analog opened and closed loop
scanning. with data transfer 1.11' to 1.20
points per second. The machine comes
wilh a patented on-board temperature
compensation
y tern and all-aluminum
machine construction. ~t ha V 2 accuracy of 4.21lrn at ill scanning peed of 20
mmI ec. It can be ,equipped with a
touch trigger probe, a laser prob and.
an analog scanning probe. It ha a 750
mm x 650 mm 1 500 mm measuring
range and Qumoos® software.
Circle 303

IManufactuf,ers' Uahility I'nsurance
The Hanford insurance company is
offering a commercial liabilily insurance package designed for small to
medium-sized manufacruring buslnes es. TheTripak: is targeted Ito manufacturers of products with moderate to severe
liability exposure. 1l contains 'three coverages: repair and replacement; manu-

Cbip-'M"51Collector
Th Aget chip-mist
collector :i
de igmed to remove wei du t, oily chips
and other cernarainams g aerated by
metal cutting operations such as machining. drining, boring and wet grinding.
and by screw machines and aluminum
cut-off saw _Th two-stage sy stern consists 'of a Dustkop cycle separator which
receives the moissure-laden

chips and oil

dust. removes 'lb· -olids from me air
stream and depositslhem
inte a waste
container. The second stag is a Mi tkop
filter that separate the remaining m isture from the air and canieit
by tube to
a waste container or remm it [0 the
ump of the equipment. Clean airi
returned to the workplace Ihrougil the
ollter mesh wall oflhe filter, Avilllable in
capacitie from 400 to. 5500 cfm.
iRl30S
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Vdraft CADSystem
. oflSourceT>1 introduces

opens in its ownwindow, with CUI. copy
and paste between drawings within
Vdraft and between AutoCAD and
Vdraft. It also supports long filename .
direct e-mail of drawing and ActiveX
automation. 11reads and writes AutoCAD
drawings. ASCII DXF and Binary DXF
formats for Auto CAD from Release 12
back to Release 2.5. AutoCAD R I. 3 can
be: upported by using the AutoCAD Save
As Release 12 command.

Vdraft, it

AUloCAD-drawing-based
CAD system
for alI type of architecture, design. drafting. engineering and Internet applications. The new sy tern runs on Window
9500. and the company says it is the first
program produced by any company outide of Autodesk® that can create and edit
AutoCAD drawings and DXF tiles in
their native format. Each drawing
(including externally referenced ones)

,41
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ICombination Data Collector,.
Waveform & Spectrum Analyzer

for Gear Dressing Applications
We will design, build and guarantee
from your gear summary charts
gear dressers for ...... .., ..
.... fIaIer DBA Sptem
Direct-Plated or Sintefed-Bond
Single- or Double-Sided Dresse,...

We .Iao prodllC8 gu, d,....tor
• 61"100 CNC• Phoenix

........
·NIIeI

• Uebllerr

·Cae,.1
·Nonnac

• Gil SoIutiOlll
• HogIlIIHI
• Hiller
VVeoHarou,cUlhHne~
• Hilliest AccIInIcy
• CuewpaIiIiwe PriceI

• Futat Delivery
• Rel.p.

Repl .....

Service
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Gall or fa,x us your gea'r dresser requirements,
You wi'll quicklV discover what leading U.S. g.ear producers have learned.
Dr. Kaiser gear dressers are the best value available.

S.L.Munson
&; Company
SEE US; AT AGMA GEAR IEXPO BOOTH M643
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Dna Sokki introduces the new CF1200 hand-held single channel FFf analyzer. ~l is a lightweight, portable single
channel FFf analyzer specifically designed for field and on-site measurements. The CF-1200 operates continuously for 8 hours on 4 AA batteries and
also comes willi an AC adapter. It measures 9 112" x 4 3/4" x 2" for maximum
portability. It is capable of either 100 or
400 lines of re oluncn, and comes with
a built-in power supply for ICP
accelerometers,
RS-232C pan, 12-bil
AID converter, and a POvI:CIA type n
port. It can automatically convert to
English or metric units. The CF-1200
has three display modes: time domain,
frequency domain, and overall list for
imple data collection and spot checks.
It also comes
with an optional
t"dter/vibrometer and a Windows-based
program which enables the u er to
download information to a PC or laptop.

151i1' G.regg St. Columbia. SC 29201
1.800-175- U90 • 1.s03i.252-3211

Fall

1,-8113-929'-05117
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Virtuailinspection IProcess™
Software from ICAMP
]CAMP has announced the expansion of its independent
dimens:ional
inspection and analysis software to
work with all brands and types of
CMMs. The company says the oftware
can be used in the in pection lab, 01'1 the
manufacturing floor and at the engineer's de k, It provides all GD & T

When it comes to double flank
inspection,

High Speed Automatic

In-Line Inspection

pu . your trust in the people
who invente the pr ces ..
Since 1936 ..

has been the leader in double flank inspection.

Heartland offers both automatic and process inspection for
internal and external gears, both spur and helical. For complete
details, contact the gear inspection experts by phone, fax or e-mail.
T
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Heartland

A Division of Illinois Tool Works Company

Portable Computerized
Process Inspection

1205 30th Avenue West
Alexandria, MN 56308
Phone:320-762-8782
Fax: 320-762~5260
E-Mail: itwgears@gctel.com
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Visit our Web Site at: WWW.llcte1.com/-itwgears/itwbeartJitm

October 19-22, 1997
Cobo Center
Detroit, Michigan
Sponsored By:

American Gear Manufacturers Association
1500 King Street, Suite 201
Alexandria, VA 22314-2730
Phone: 703-684-0211
Fax: 703-684-0242
E-mail: gearexpo@agma.org
The Only International Trade Show
Devoted Exclusively to the Gearing Industry
Visit our Web site at
http://www.agma.org
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PROIDUCT INEWS __

__

mea urements,
including true po ition at MM
and
profile of the enure part. The sy tern is
available for Windows 3.], Windows
'95 and Wrndow NT.
(ASMEYI4.5M-]994)

Circle 308

So'lv,ewaliBI'sM~AIHANSRSoftware
Designed

10 provide

quick and easy

ohnions to hop Root mathematical

cal-

MATHANSR i calculaticn
software LIla! works in a variety of
machine shop environments.
The
de igners say Ilte y tern i impl.e and
easy to learn allC:lcan be ma tered in 30
minutes tto anhonn Problems are entered
culations.

in red and answers

appear in black. All

work in the same manner,
making mastering the y tern easier.
Sol veware al 0 offers SPEEFEEDll,a
program for making twelve different
peed and feed calculations.

WANTED?
MORE ACCURACY
MORE EXPANSION
MORE VERSATILITY
LONGER LIFE
AND LESS COST?

calculations

'Ci'n:Je 309

L'eC'O'UNT, line.
12 IDewit! Dr. ii' IP,QBox :950'. 'WbitB Ri:ver Jct.\If 1l5OO11U.SA
le!.: (BOOII642-6713 OJ 1(802) 296-221101-IFu-: 1(802) 296-16843IE-maU: lecount@sover.net
Website:

hHp://Www,soveT;ne1/'lecaunt/

linc'ludel product specifications)
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KOEIPFER CARBIDE, IHOB,S
D,arle:to Compalre!

II

II

•

IKoepfer has been supplying the highesl 'q,uBlity carbide hobs for over 25
vealfS. lOurhobs have consiste,nUv provided longel tOD'llIife clue to thesupeliar grades o' carbide that are used. Koepfer manufactures hobs to AGMA,.
lOIN, or your specifications.

" Koepfer America now
Iprovides common carbide
hobs from stock.

IMoor,e'Modullar Gaging Fixtures
Moore Product, Co. offer medater
flXtunllg which the company ay
ves
ubstantial de ign time and co ts. These
fixture can be easily and inexpensively
modified when nece sary. can be di
sembled. stocked and re-used. These
modular systems are available with a
wide variet), of capabilitie • including
D.D.s from .WS"-6.0"; lengths from
1."-23"; weights up 'to 25 lb .; part referencing

usin,g v-ne

and feed slide. for

t

01

awkward

- We' will also establish a
stockingllprogram fnr you.
• Extra long. multi-start, high
gash number tools to fit your
machines

are' also availabta ..

• For a !competitive quote.
please' call lOr fax us.

.=:-= ..

cone centers

parts.

CIrcle 3110

Tefl U. Wbt \W TItiIIIL ..
If you found this article of interest and/or
useful. please circl. 213.

SEE US: AT AGMA GEAR, IEXPO IBOOTH 1256,

IKoepfer America. IL L C., 1635Schneider IDrive', ,South EI~gin.II,L l60nl
(847) '931~41i2t F,ax: (847~ga1-·4192
CIRCLE. 1116
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!BOOKREVIEW

_

New Update
of an Old Standard
N'ancv Bartel's
achinery's Handbook .25 by

lEn.ik O.. be
...srg, Fr~...klsn

n..

ones,
Holbrook L. Honan & Henry
H. Ryffel, Robert IE. Green,
ed., Industrial Press Inc., New York, NY,
[996 ISBN 0-8311-2424-5,
$75.00
(Large Print Version, $95.00).
.1".

By the time a book gets 10 its twentyfifth edition, you have to figure someone
is doing somethitng right In the case of
Machinery's Handbook, the collective
work of various amhors and editors have
made the volume a standard reference in
engineering offices, job shops, libraries
and on factory floors, and with good reason. The basic formulas, equations. definitions, charts, tables, and diagrams
needed to address almost any manufacumng design or engineering problem are
incorporated in one squat volume. If an
engineer .113dto choo e o:n\y one reference manual to be trapped on a desert
island with, this might be the one.
Coming out wi,th a new edition of
such an old standby is not without its
problems. As the editors sugge tin their
preface, "Reference works.
. cannot
carry the same information ['in every edition] if they are to ju tifylhe claim thai
new or updated material is always presented." They must be aware of 'what
ubjects have less and what have more
usefulness rn 'the majority of u ers, At the
arne time, material that is of proven
worth must continue tobe included, ...."
In all attempt to walk this tightrope,
the editors have both added much new
material and rethought Some earlier
editorial. decision . Tables of logsrithms and trig functlons jiave been
included in this edition after being
omitted from earlier ones, and some
new material on these subjects has been
added. Material on straight- ided splines,
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British Whitworth, Fine, Association and
other threads has also been restored.
More material also has been added on
numerical control and CADI,· AM, and
there is updated information on speeds,
feeds, depths of cua and tool life for a
wide range of materials. Other new or
updated sections
of the Handbook
inchide: methods of joining, including
several kinds of welding; principles and
applications of lasers for cutting. welding, driilLillg, heat treatment and marking
of metals; EDM; motion control; quality:
circle in rectangles; and drill sizes for
'lapping Acme threads; break-even analysis aimed at assisting inve trnent in plant
and equipment; the properties of woods ..
ceramics, plastics and alloy used in
investment casting and powder metallargy; lSO 9000 standards; CNC tapping
and milling machineindexing:
and flat
belts. O-rings. adhesives and sealants.
The bad news (at least for those of us
interested in gem: applications) is that
part of the price paid for me addition of
this material is a significant reduction in
me amount of material included on gearing. In the 24m edition of me .Handbook,.
305 pages were devoted to gear subjects.
The 25th edition uses only lS4.The editors cite the recent development in tile
use of computer programs in gear de ign
to explain their omissions. and while
mere is ce:rtai:n\y something to be said for
that point of view, many gear engineers
will mi
orne ofthl material.
Perhaps the most significant loss will
be in the sections on bevel and worm
gearing. Both of these were gutted. All
the detailed material on the Gleason
bevel gear s,y tern is gone, and worm
gearing gets only four pages compared to
the 2], devoted to it the 24th edition.
Still, there is much to be said for 25th
edition. The book is thumb-indexed as a

matter of course. making il much more
convenient to use. Another nice editorial
touch i the detailed li t of the subjects
covered printed at the beginning of each
section. Finally, the editors have addressed the issue of the print size in a
book that attempts to cover the mechanical engineering world in 2,500 pages. A
new large print version of the Handbook
is available for lite fll'Si lime.
As for the issue of the mi sing gear
material. perhaps the best solatlon until
the editors rethink that section for the
26th edition is to keep your older ver ion
as a supplement. to the 2-5th. That way
you can have the best of both world .0

is Gear Technology

s Senior

Editor.

Tell Us Wbat You Dink ...
If you found this article of imerest andlor
useful. please circle 214.
For more information
call 1-212-889-6330

about this book,

TRUE DIMENSION
-

-

IGEAR INSPECT :ON

ban/pin m

r
asurm nt

of an- helical -r pur
g-ar orspline with ut
th n d of costly
'. tung rna rers,
Provide' vital
inform bon.

9 O.D'.
1

"

8,"1.0.
851 OHIO PIKE '" CINCINNATI', OHIO 45245 • 1(513)752-6000

'" FAX {513) 752-5599
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AIBlea Group, '"Alak::: IMachinery ICo"lI.td, '" Alao IEnginaerin- Co,,11llL
Pbon (81)-!52·11Z-069()1·'Fax (8U-52~JU-0692
--mail: .1ta.kB@mxb.mesllnelO.jp

-----
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SpinlJlCutterSharpeningMacbine NC'G·'12512D5

Rac'kMining Mac!hineNR,·BU
3i-1\xJ: C C IComrolle1lll~c i-I
'. Tbill __ chinl can IL .till WUfb
If I rgl IOclt mnOYlllllldll1
1--IIs, willi -1IlDm-tic ClJfting cycle by pr,.setting the cllfting d Ill.

SEE BOTH M~ACHINES Al G£AJI EXjI,lJ ':97 I,DEJiROm

e

Advanced, IFUIIV'Autom tic,IMuhi,.!PurpOSB" 5-hil CNe GrindinglMlchin,'
• FulllUtomlli; cycle witllllltOllUlc cDr' IIlitillDin:J dDYiI:.,
• Power ,clamping 'lor '8 1,IOldlll11loadl
• hsy setup, mini'milel downtime
• Also,sblrpens conine.x, belicaJllpinioDlnd ~1IV1C,cll'Clllle:n
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SOFTVlARE

HELP \VANTED
Gear M.anufacturing Engineer

M,ACHiINiE 'rOOL
SAlLES ENIGIINlEER'

ZF Industries,

Inc.,

II

world base sup-

plier of drive lines for the auto, marine,
off-mad and agricultural markets, is in
search of a Gear Manufacturing
Engineer
to join our Gainesville.
Georgia Engineering Group.

Manufacturer of gear and other
metal cutting ma.chinery is looking for an experienced individual
with a proven trac'k record ot
sales performance.
iBachelors
degree
in
IEng'il'leering
or
Malrketing and gear Iknowledge a
big pllliS. Remit resume and
sal1ary history to:

ToqJlalify you must po es

M'ac'hine Tool C:o.

P:O. Box 700
Park IRidge,., Il 60068-700

,sOFTWAR,E THAT

CALCULAllES :SPIRAIIGEA'R:
i

.•BS in Engineering,
.•5 years' manufa.cturing experience
and knowledge of helical gear
processes .
• Machining procurement and related tooling .
• PC literacy including Auto-CAD
and Pro-CAD.

Bourn &. Koch

DON'T GET
LIEFTBIEHIND!

This

important position requires a
engineering professional with a
sense of urgency to meet busine
trategie and timing.

S!mIN!GS IN IHOUSE,
USI!NGi YOUR
IIINVENTORY:
IWOK FOR,'OUR IBOiQTIH
AT GEAR EXJJO '91.
SIEE OUiR A'D, PAGE 4..

_3Vvy

lIT WAS A SNEA_KY AUEIN

111 return for your expertise, we offer a

ICOMPUTER VIRUS.

highly competitive compensation and
benefits package including relocation
assistance. For prompt and confidential
con ideration, please mail your resume
complete wilh salary history to:

HONEST!

m

The chart. below from "Eddy Current
Examination

of

Bear

Systems,"

which appeared in our last issue

ZF Induslries Inc.
Attn.: Human Resollrces
]261 Palmollr Drive SW
Gainesville, GA 30501

contained an error in labelling. The
cerrect version is prlnted below, We
regret any iinconvenience this error
may have caused.

--,,-

,

jill

I:

1IIT•• __

~'--~;.:-'~._

-:- ___:_MT.EQm
_
"'_~

2' . ~

ltIl

iE1Eu.rn

__

::-

WErRE

HIRIN'G

----

Ge.r M.clll .. R.pai~Expenenced troubleshooter 'or me~h",cal and
hvdrauhc repatrs. Knowledge of electncal systems
deslfabla. Nn travel.

~+--t---j---j---+--..+-I

1: --

IClontour I'nduclion
Harde'ning Speciallists
SpUl~helica#a.fld bevel {leafS
Our gear hardening 'equipment
includes 3 NATGO submerged
process machines 8nl:l4 AJAX
CNC-contmll,ed gear scanning
any production need. Call for a
company brochure.

American Metal ir,eatJing ICompany
1043,East 62nd Street

~r-~---~--~~----~
111

2G

HEAT TREATING

machines. We can tool to meet

ZF hires qualified drug-free appliC3J1ts
regardless of race, creed" sex, age or
physicalimpai:nnents.
All equal opportunity employer;

~C!!n-..'~ns-..fIIDE

------

~

•• We need an ambmeusselt-sterter
With soma familiarity With gear machines, their tooling In!! eccessories to Iillthis job. Plsl1Iy of room lor advancement

Clevel'and, OH 44103
(216),431·4492
Fax:. (2161431-1508
CIRCL!E 174

Selel Coordinalor/AssocieteTr.ln

Fnendl¥ walt anlllronmell! al our ton wen on! north·
west suburban Chicago lccanen, Profit sharing,
health insurance
C8.iIIIC Machin,,,, CII. Inc.
1401 L.l!nt Aftn ...
Ellc Grove. IL 1i1111111
Fax your resume to 847-431'6618.

TO AD,VERTISE
IN THE
CLASSIFIED SECTiliON
csu PAT FiLAM
AT ,847-43,]-16604.

SERVICE
-

GEAR TOOTIH GRI'ND'I.NGi

curnsa

,GEAR

--

TOO'LS

Spur '. Melical
• M'erringbonel (with gl:1oove)

....-nw. a IIOOULI

Capacity upro Is:r 10.DI"

- HOB8 • SHAPER CUTTERS

- 1 D.P., 116" face
A.GMA Cenification Iinspecti'on
DelivellY to M'eet Your iRequirements
:Midwest Gear ICorp'.
2182 iE~Aurora:IR:d.
Twinsburg',. ION 44Il87

Phone' Z16~ozs..44t9
,Fax 216-415-'8000:

Direct your inquiries to
Ron: Humphrey, Gen-eral ~Bnager
,

PO BOX 217. PEITOU. TEl PEl, TAIWAN

IGEA~R• S·tlAff

SPU.R. HElUCAl
INTERNiAl· EXTERNA'L
GEAR BO'X/REDUCER
WORM/BEVEIlJHEIRRI:NGBDNE
METRIC, ORi A.GMA STA'NDARD
IISO 9OIJ2.
EXPEJlIENCED TEAM WITH !MODERN EQUIPMENT
ACCOMMODATES ALI. OEM '& ARER SERVICE
GEAII REQUIREMENTS

!fIOBBING, -SHAPING • SHAVlNGi - SKIVING
IGRINIJING • StNIERING
TEL 886·2-'6,20288:4 • fAX ,886·2·6253502
E-mail: near@alsial1SOI

Solutiio:ns From Thel
Voicel Of EXlperiilence

1DPand finer
Made to AGMA standard
SPECIAL IIADI! TO ORDeR TOOLS
• H08S

• SHAPER CUTTERS

In 1923, Garl Mahr revolutionized
analytical Qieartesting! by developing the world's first involute: profile
instrument featuring: varliab'le adjustment 'of the basel circle.

• SHAVING CUTTERS

• FORM RELIEVED INVOLUTE
M1WNG CUTIERS
BAAJ1J'INTERNATIONAL CORPORATION:
3384 COMMERClAl.AVE,
NORTHBROOK. !ILUSA,e0062-1909
TEL: 847·27.2·8128 FAX: 847-272-8210
VISIT US AT GEAR IEX'PO, BOOTH

-

GIREAT GEAR
CIORP. TAIWAN

Gealf Ins;pecti,on

"On ,the Shelf Inventory"

155·
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GEAR TOOTH
GRllNmNG SERVI:CES
• Cost effective, 'gear tooth grinding:
specialists
• Gear manufacturers are, our only
customers
• Prototype and production quantities
• Capacity to 27,5' P,D" 3.5 D, p.
• Able· to match delivery to your
re q,ulrsmants
• All service to AGMA standards with
t'ertified Gear Inspection Equipment

Today,. Mahr :Corporation-an
ISO.
9001 certified supp!lier:-continues
this rich tradition ot gear metrology. Our comprehensive program
includes:
• Factory-pr.oven hand-held 'gea:f
measuring tools
• P·Gcontrolled double flank. f'OU
testers
• eNC analytical: gear and
form tasters

• Surface finish test equipment for
gear tooth profilles
IF,otfast. ,corneous, lDo-lIass'le
service, caU todav:1-SOO-969'-1331

Mahr Corpo.raltion
11435 Williamson Road
Cincinnati, O!H45241

PRO-G,EAR COMPANY, INC.

Phon s: 1-800-969-13311

23 Dick Road Depew, NY 14043
Phone (7161,684-3811
Fax m6) 684-1717

Fax: '513-489-2020
CIRCLE 194

CIRCLE 180
-

PFAUTER~MAAG
CUTTING TOOLS
LIMITED PARTNERSHIP

GROUIND GEARS
• Precision Ground Spur, Helical and
Pump Gears to AGMA Glass 15
• The Ilatest grinding technology including:
• Reishauer RZ300E

PFAUTl:R.-MAA.G 'CUTI1NG TOOLS
1351 Windsor Road, P:O. Ball 2950
Loves Park, n, 61132-2950
Phone (815) 877-8900
Fax (815) 877"()264

cmcllE 1n

Electronic Gear Grinders
- 'Gleason TAG 400 CNC High
Production Gear Grinder
- Cincinnati Mifacron CNC
Cylindrical Grinder
.• Continuous Process Improvement
Utilizing SPC and Quality Planning
• JIT Delivery using Innovative
Stocking Programs

Rates-Line

Classified; $35 per line, 8 lin

per inch, $270 minimum, Classified Di play
(3" min.); lX-$585,

3X-SS4S,

6X-$515,

Additional per inch: lIX-$195,

JX-$18S,

,6X-$17S.,

Gear Technology will set type to

adverti er's :layo111or d.esign a classified
at no extra charge, Payment:
must accompany

classified

Full payment

ads. Send check

or VisalMasterCarcll American Express number and expiration date to Gear Technology,
P.O, Ball 1426, Elk Grove Village, JL60009,
Agency Comm'ission:

No agency commis-

sion on, classifled ads. Material
Ads must be received

800-447-2392

month,

Fax: 716-174-9003

Acceptance:

two months

Deadline:

by the 20th of the
prior

to

publicalicm.

Publisher reserves the right 10

accept or reject classified advertisements
CIRCLE 1152

d

at

his discretion.
JULY/AUGUST
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ADDENDUM

Ironclad Gears
Ge., TBchnoloQy'sbimontNy aoerration - gear trivia, humor, weirdness and oddments for the ediftcItIon
amusement of our reader&. CoIII.rIIwIionI- welCome.

D

his issue of Addendum is dedicated to gears that have served their
country. There have been many,
but among the most sigrrificant
are surely those at work during the Civil
War, when their application changed the
nature of naval warfare forever. It's lime
to recall that role, namely, powering the
revolving turret of the U.S.S. Monitor,
one ofthe first "ironclad" vessels ..
Before we get a lot of angry letters,
please note that the Addendum staff
wishes to remain neutral in any disagreements which still attach themselves to "The Late Unpleasantness."
We have Javed and respected ancestors
on both sides of the conflict (though,
contrary to office rumor, we are not old
enough to have personally participated).
For the record, the Confederate Navy
was first out of the blocks with an ironclad, the Manassas. c.N.S. Virginia (the
Merrimack to those of the Yankee persuasion) destroyed much of the Union
fleet in Hampton Roads, VA, and it was
in response tn jhis action that the
Monitor was rushed to the scene. The
Monitor and the Virginia fought to a
draw there on March 9,. 1862. The ironcladding on both ships was equally
effective; the seaworthiness of both
equally deplorable.
Having said that, Addendum has taken
a special interest in the Monitor because
of its unique revolving gun turret, which
held heavy guns mounted Oil a.revolving
floor tha:! would bring them to bear over
360°. While the idea needed much refin-

fig later, it marked the beginning of modem naval gunnery and warfare.
The Monitor was built by Swedish
engineer John Ericsson, who claimed
ownership of the entire design, including the turret, althougb later historians
have argued that the real credit for the
turret goes to New Yorker Theodore
Timby, who bad been working all the
idea ofa revolving gun battery since
184 L (See Civ.il War Times Illustrated,
June, 1997,. for all the juicy details.)
But. the fact remains that Ericsson
took the praise when the Monitor, which
resembled "a cheese box. on a raft," left
the New York Navy Yard ill early 1862.
The turret (the cheese box) was basically a revolving turDtablethat held two
11 Dahlgren guns, which were capable
of firing l66-lb. solid shot a distance of
one mile. At rest, the turret sat on abrass
ring set nno the raft deck. In combat, the
crew screwed! in a wedge-shaped "key"
that jacked upthe turret shaft, resting its
entire 160 tons on the central spindle.
Steam power from the ship's main boilers drove the donkey engine that moved
the turret mechanism, a gear assembly
which could rotate the turret at 2 1/2 rpm.
Addendum hasn't been able to see
detailed drawings of the gear assembly,
but according to. Mark F. Jenkins,
Webmaster of the Civil War Ironclad
Page on the World Wide Web
(http://memb.ers.aol.comlMaxDemon881
ironclad.html), the assembly consisted
of "a short vertical crankshaft attached
to. the turret engine
Ii

"It's been moved that we conduct our meetings with the
decorum befittinga Fortune 500 company.

Do I hear a second?"
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and

spindle," which drove a four-gear
assembly, the largest gear of which was
mounted around the spindle itself,
Jenkins estimates thatthis spindle gear
was about 6.5' in diameter. The turret
itself had an exterior diameter of 21.5'.
The Monitor's turret revolved once
every 24 seconds, but was very difficult
to stop on a precise bearing. In fact. during the engagement with the Virginia,
the turret was left. stationary. On the
other hand, another ironclad. the
Neosho, had a turret of very similar
design which was said to revolve every
13 seconds, and her commander claimed
to have "found no difficulty in stopping
her on .any object , .. and even when
revolving fast, I could stop her so that
the slightest tum either way would
bring the guns to bear where I wished."

IMartha Stewart IRevisited
Tom Spenner, M.E., of Racine, WI,
has an alternative approach to preserving your back issues. Concerned about
punching holes in the magazine (our
office puncher worked fine, but perhaps a smaller model would not), he
suggests putting each issue in a C-Une
#62018 Non-Glare sheet protector. He
also recommends a 3" D-ring binder,
which holds at least one more year
than a 2" model,
MercifuHy, no one has shared their
pattern for crocheted binder covers yet.
Thanks. 0

TIll Ad.........

If you've rud this
far on the page Ind enjayed It pltln

.....121.

No one becomes a gear expert overnight
But we can get you pretty close in about a week.
Gleason
offers
more than 25 courses
to
iocr-,ease
proficiency
in ge,ar de 'ign,
develo pmeDta.nd
m.anufac turing
Gelting your gear engineering
and production people up to
speed, and fully productive,

The

quickly ...it's the rea on we've

125GB

Sy81em.:

Hobh

A unique

combined! compr shensive

"'encyclopedia"

courses taught. by gear

plI'odu,elioD

r KnowWedge
iD'ler~,clive
£'01'

tbe

nool'

experts with the best training

Our new PC· based Knowledge ystem for the

tools and an on-going

PHOENIX- 125GH hobbing rna hine puts

schedule designed 10 meet

accumulated experience r' lated to hehber

your immediate needs. Here

setup, startup, operation, troubleshooting and

at Gleason (Rochester, NY)

maintenance,as

or on-site at your facility.

well as pare parts and other

data, at the fingertips of gear production

A range of engin ering,

personnel...24 hours, even days a. week.

operation and maintenance
Hard-to-grasp procedures are illusnated will!

courses cover the basic of

graphics;

hob bing, gear process theory

animations take you step by at p

through subjects such as hob s [up and

and applied engineering,

broken section hobbing.

bevel gear cutting and finish·
ing processe • gear testing,
electrical and mechanical
machine maintenance, and
other subjects.
Gear making processes are
oomplex."but the decision to
invest in training isa simple

one. We']] help you make the
most ,ofil.

SEE US AT

AG,MA GEAR EXPO
BOOTH #11001

The GI.eason

Works

For course ,descri-pliom and sclredule call' Eileen
Kayko at 7161.256-6723. For qllediom r:egarding
course cO.ntent, caa Vavid Burt at 7161256-8761

• UIOO 'nivell'dty

Ave.,. Rochest er-, NY 14692·2'970

Yes, H' eason ha - ,nl

Gleason

'. 71,6/413-][00,0

Fax:

'l'Hi/46,1-4348,

